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We are different. 
At Riverdance Farm Fibre Mill we’re seeking to interrupt exporting 
raw fleeces and produce a more complete fibre product on home 
soil, creating a quality output that is proudly Australian grown and 
made. 

We’re passionate about providing growers with an option, to 
take your fleeces from the back of your Alpacas and turned into a 
commodity that holds value and returns profit.

As an Australian owned and operated fibre mill we’re responding 
to our lived experience of being Alpaca owners and the challenges 
we found in sourcing affordable and accessible options. We 
understand.

We are driven to build partnerships that support the integrity 
of farms being able to say that their products are ‘Aussie Made’ 
- helping growers to create a product of integrity that has full 
providence.  

We focus on producing a quality, consistent and affordable option. 

So you can focus on growing more fleece. 

At Riverdance Farm we are committed to Australian farming and 
the Alpaca industry.  And we’re looking forward to welcoming you 
as a fleece partner. 

Who are we at Riverdance Farm?
Hi, I’m Renee, and I have a background in Fine Arts and a passion for Alpacas!  Along with my family we 

bought Riverdance Farm in 2016 and have 32 Alpacas and counting. I’m the person you will talk to, and I’m 
committed to creating a consistent quality product for you.  

I’m excited to meet equally passionate and engaged farmers. 

On our farm, the philosophy is to leave this place better than what we found it.  We’re on a continual thirst 
for knowledge, and put to practice sustainable farming principles.  We treat our herd with the greatest of 

respect and we love them as individuals – what personalities! 

We feel privileged to be their custodians and that of the magnificent Land of the Muwinina People on 
which we operate.

As you can probably see, we’re passionate landowners and Alpaca farmers and 2022 sees us planning to 
continue to expand our herd.  

Australian Owned & Operated             

For Enquiries
We want to partner with you, so to find out more 
information head over to our website:  
www.riverdancefarmtasmania.com  
or give Renee a call on 0400 66 48 22.

Affordable      Environmentally Sustainable

@riverdancefarmtasmania

What’s Next?  Riverdance Farm Fibre Mill!
We are delivering upon our plans to open the Riverdance Farm Fibre Mill this year. 

So 2022 is set to be a big year for this farm.

Aligning with the commitment to providing an option for growers, along with our farming principles and 
environmental conscious practices, we’ll be focusing on the processing of Alpaca fibre, with quantities 
ranging from single fleeces to tonnage. 

We want to support growers to bring profits back into the farm and are pleased to partner with growers. 
We understand you may not be looking to have your fleeces processed, so we are also looking to offer 
competitive rates to purchase your fleeces and establish supply contracts. 

We’re keen to add value to the Australian Alpaca industry, and look forward to learning more about your 
story and how we can work together.
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Hi to all, 

I do hope you are in good 
health.

Our 26th edition of World of 
Alpacas.

We are dedicating this issue 
to the folk in the Ukraine, 
we are blessed to live in this 
great country of Australia, our 
prayers and thoughts are with 
all in the Ukraine.

A changed world an “understatement” yes.

How great it is to hear that our next National Show will 
be in Adelaide SA a beautiful city to enjoy your stay, 
with many areas to visit, Barossa Valley, McLaren Vale, 
Victor Harbour, Goolwa, Pt Elliott, Hahndorf and many 
more.

We look forward to catching up with our friends, over 
this past 22 years we have made many.

We pass on our gratitude to the American Ass , British 
Alpaca Society and Ireland for their trust in World of 
Alpacas.

As the world opens up again there will be many 
opportunities for forward thinking Owners and 
Breeders to export, please research this through the 
captains of the Alpaca Industry in Australia, it is not how 
many Alpaca’s you have it is about Genetics, Genetics.

My sincere gratitude to my daughter Michelle for her 
continued support, and to you Scott Hutton “genius” 
Twenty20 Graphics www.t20.com.au

Stay safe, 

Kindest Regards

Trevor. 



Presidents  
Message

By Brett Fallon  |  AAA President

For all the time invested in each of these 
areas of my life, the future is looking just that 
bit brighter. Except perhaps my head that 
now has meant a new profile photo is likely 
required. It for sure will be fashioning one of 
my multitudes of alpaca beanies!! 

On the balance of this, I do know how 
fortunate I am. Life continues with the curve 
balls for many Australian alpaca producers. 
The weather conditions on the other side 
of the country are not a welcome addition, 
neither is the severity that year on year just 
will not abate. 

At the time of penning this piece, the welfare 
of many of our members and their alpacas is 
yet uncertain. We as a community we have 
been impacted and it is heartening to see 
members rallying around others offering 
support. Thanks must be offered to each 
Region that helped facilitate this. 

Many outside of our membership may not be 
aware of the structure that the AAA operates 
within. Each geographic area of Australia is 

The last few months for me have seen the most amazing of 

highlights. I have personally been involved in organising events 

for the local Albany Pride Festival, shaved my head to raise 

awareness and fundraise for the leukaemia foundation, watched 

the progress of several AAA projects and most excitingly another 

birthing season near finished for my alpaca herd.

designated and the members within that 
forming a Region. Somewhat like Australian 
states, or perhaps branches of other 
organisations. These Regions have a degree of 
autonomy with their own elected committees 
and representation. It is these committees at 
a local level that can help promote alpaca in 
the communities, provide social connectivity 
and offer support to members.

It is not only during natural disasters that 
these committees are working tirelessly. They 
hold events throughout the year that add 
value to AAA membership.

In the most recent years these events have 
been somewhat dampened by COVID, but 
2022 is to be the year that these will be back 
with a vengeance. The South Australian 
Region have a new breeders day scheduled, 
and the Southern QLD Northern NSW Region, 
although with deferred timing, will be holding 
the Alpaca Reconnect Conference.

It takes a lot of organising and investment 
by many to run such events. It is possible 
for this generosity of time and energy to be 
overlooked, or at least taken for granted, so it 
is important to note how fortunate we are to 
have these proactive Regional committees.

The role of the AAA and our membership 
funds is to support these functions as best 
we can. One such investment that has been 
made is the recent eAlpaca upgrades to allow 
for automated ticketing and payment options 
for such events. The AAA has prioritised 
this upgrade to make the life easier of our 
volunteers throughout the Regions. 

On behalf of the Board, and all members, 
thank you to our volunteers. As we all 
continue to advocate for our industry’s long-
term future, please let us know if there are 
suggestions that could be implemented to 
make life that bit easier for our volunteers.

Keep safe. Keep well. Enjoy everything alpaca. 

Building a
successful and
sustainable
alpaca industry
in Australia
www.alpaca.asn.au 

Stay connected

Australian Alpaca Association

 
PO Box 594, Gungahlin 
ACT, 2912
T: (02) 6151 2073
E: info@alpaca.asn.au

Follow us!

Stay up-to-date with the latest information 
on our website and social media at:

www.alpaca.asn.au

@AustralianAlpacaAssociation

@AustAlpacaAssoc

@aus_alpaca
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350,000

Who are we?

The Australian Alpaca Association (AAA) is a not-for-
profit association established in 1990 and governed by 
an elected committee of Directors.

Recognised as the national peak body for the
Australian alpaca industry, the AAA has grown to 
represent and provide a voice to over 1,200 alpaca 
owners nationally.

The association is supported by eight regional 
committees who support the needs of local members 
through education, training, industry liaison, marketing 
and shows to promote the industry.

Our mission

To grow the Australian alpaca industry into one that is 
recognised as a sustainable and profitable agricultural 
enterprise for current and future farmers, through 
building domestic and international customer-driven 
markets and supply chains for Australian alpaca 
livestock, fibre and meat.

Did you know?

Australia’s national 
alpaca herd is close to 
500,000 animals.

What we do?

The AAA works to promote and grow the concept of 
alpacas as a viable and sustainable agricultural industry 
by providing information, tools and invaluable support 
to alpaca owners across all aspects of the industry to 
bring people together for the future of alpaca farming 
as a fully commercial industry.

We aim to be the voice for the alpaca community as 
an organisation devoted to Australian alpaca farming 
and to provide developmental opportunities for alpaca 
farmers across the nation to grow and develop the 
national herd.

We invest in important research and development, 
herd health and genetic advancement programs, as 
well as supply chain and marketing initiatives and 
provide current and reliable animal health, welfare and 
biosecurity information and resources relating to the 
alpaca industry.

“We aim to be the 
voice for the alpaca 
community as an 
organisation devoted 
to Australian alpaca 
farming…”

Why become a 
member?

As a member of the AAA you’ll have 
access to:
 
• specific member-only resources
• a broad support network of more 

than 1,200 members, who share your 
passion for alpacas

• experts who understand the industry 
and are dedicated to exploring 
opportunities and helping you 
succeed

• the tools and resources you need 
to develop your herd to its greatest 
potential and enjoy the many benefits 
of these unique animals.

With a range of membership categories 
to suit your interests and stage in the 
industry, join today and enjoy all that 
membership of the AAA has to offer. 
Visit www.ealpaca.com.au/join.

“We joined the AAA 
over a decade ago 
and over that time 
as members, it has 
enabled us to grow 
our knowledge of the 
industry extensively.
We are looking 
forward to a bright 
future.”

Rebecca & Darren, Ashbourne Alpacas
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239 Hindmarsh Valley, SA
Australia 5211

alpacas@kobler.com.au
0403 972 609

alpacafibre.com.au

Time to think about getting your fleece out of 

sheds and upping your fleece production.

Breeders of  fine, solid coloured 
huacaya alpacas on the Fleurieu 
Peninsula, offering a full range of  
stud and shearing services along 
with pets and guards.

Alpacafibre.com.au is the brand of the lot 

building operation of Kobler Alpacas.

To date we have amassed a network of more 

than 100 alpaca owners supplying fleece. 

These supplies range in size from just a few 

head to many hundreds.

Our diverse range of supplies ensure we meet 

our demands across the colour spectrum.

Our lot building operation came about as a 

result of our shearing service.

Many customers were either storing their 

fleece in the shed from one year to the next 

or disposing of it as a byproduct of owning 

alpacas.

In 2013 the early foundations were set for the 

current operation with unwanted fleeces of 

shearing customers being collected along with 

suitable fibre from our clip, sorted and sold to 

a local pieces buyer.

Over the years, the business has grown and 

proven its ability to supply both quality and 

volume, selling alpaca fibre of many different 

grades all over the world.

We pride ourselves in knowing that we supply 

a sort after quality product globally and help 

our suppliers by creating a more sustainable 

Australian Alpaca Industry by the demand 

generated for their fleece.

Shipping alpaca fibre worldwide
A network of logistics partners has been built that can support purchasers with 

delivery both nationally and internationally.

This includes the production of all export compliance paperwork. To date,  

raw fibre has been exported to four continents.

Large network 
of  alpaca farms

Provenance
of fibre

Shipping
Worldwide
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Since 1993, Glenavon has been developing a herd of stud alpacas renowned for
their solid frames, gentle temperaments, and heavy cutting, soft uniform fleeces
ideal for commercial processing. With 25 years of careful breeding and selection, 
Glenavon consistently produces premium quality alpacas in all shades from 
white to black.

YEARS
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e. fibrenaturally@gmail.com e. fibrenaturally@gmail.com
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29
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JenEric Alpaca Farm breeds Suri Alpacas from highly regarded genetics to 
produce fleece of the highest quality. 

Situated at Larnook in the Northern Rivers of NSW, the farm has been 
developed specifically for Alpaca breeding. We have developed abundant 

water supplies, grass feed and extensive predator proof fences, all to 
provide a safe, well looked after (growing) herd of 33 alpacas.

Our animals have excellent condition and temperament, thereby producing 
award winning fleeces for woven yarn production. 

Wrapping the World in 
Suri Alpaca Fleece

Our Fleece and Breeding Program

Jeneric Alpaca Farm breeds Suri Alpacas because they 

are prized by weavers and fashion designers for their 

longer and silkier fibres. We concentrate on white, 

but have many colours, with well-bred stock from 

Australian champion heritage and genetics. The fibre 

is spun by expert micro mills here in Australia. The 

yarn is available in skeins and cones, from 4 to 8 

eight ply, with a fleece mix (usually) of 65% Suri, 

25% Huacaya, and 10% Merino to provide shape and 

further comfort. Some of our selection includes yarn 

of almost pure Suri fleece for specialised clothing. 

The white yarn is also dyed in a variety of natural 

colours utilising Australian Eucalyptus leaves. 

Our spun fibre is woven by local weavers into fine 

apparel such as wraps, scarves, knee blankets and 

ponchos. The features of weaving with Suri fleece 

then become evident. The softness and lustre “shine 

through” and we receive high praise for the look and 

feel of our Suri fleece products.

A major factor in this softness and lustre is that our 

fleeces are award winners. The fleece judges look 

for, apart from an array of fibre categories, lustre, 

staple length and Comfort Factor (CF). Our fleeces 

maintain a high CF – some as high as  99.6% - with 

low micron count, good staple length, and high 

lustre levels. While our breeding program focuses 

on predominantly fine white yarn, we also have 

black, appaloosa and multicolour varieties. Some of 

these fleeces are also award winners in their specific 

categories. 

The decision to breed high-quality Suris meant 

we also had to ensure our farm was a bio secure 

and regenerative property. This process involved 

a program of exclusion of possible parasite and 

chemical threats to our paddocks and working areas. 

It enabled us to be certified as a bio secure property 

and established the farm as a Q-Alpaca breeding stud.
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Wrapping the 
World in Suri 

Alpaca

JenEric Alpaca Farm

Biosecure Alpaca Farm

Larnook NSW 2480

Jenny Masters: 0412 311 824 

Eric Masters: 0478 668 014

email: info@jenericalpacafarm.com.au

Wrap yourself in super soft Suri alpaca fleece  
this winter. 

Here are a few examples of our Wraps, Scarves and Cot blankets. 

Suri alpaca fleece has a beautiful lustre, and these scarves bring 

that natural beauty to your wardrobe. They are made from our 

Australian grown Suri alpaca fleece, which is lovingly processed, 

spun, and woven right here in Australia. We put our craftspeople 

first and have created a luxurious textile that will serve you and 

your wardrobe, year after year.

Wrap up your bundle of joy in a super soft heirloom cot 

blanket. Made from Suri alpaca fleece, this blanket is a safe and 

sustainable choice for your baby’s future. Enhance your cuddle 

time and swaddle your little one in love. Suri alpaca fleece is 

especially breathable and lightweight, and while similar to wool 

in being fire and water resistant, it is less prone to pilling. We 

use Cria fleece for these cot blankets, from our younger Suri 

alpacas, which is even softer than cashmere.

All our Alpacas have bios and their various award ribbons from 

national fleece shows are detailed on the website. While there, 

why not also have a look at the variety of garments and yarns 

now available. 



PROUD
TO BE AFFILIATED WITH THE WORLD OF ALPACAS
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WEBSITES  //  FLYERS  //  LOGOS  //  BUSINESS STATIONERY  //   PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL 

Our 
INTERNATIONAL 
Reach is Growing

Mimi Foster USA Melody Farm Alpacas

Robin Gifford USA

Duncan Puller Alpaca British Society

 Joe Phelan Ireland K2 Alpacas
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Our Lineage is Best of Breed
Many of our award-winners have been sired from some of the  

best alpaca stock in the country.

We’re here to help you breed 
better alpacas.
Millpaca is a professionally-run alpaca stud 
farm, based in Berry NSW, that specialises in 
breeding pure-bred alpacas of exceptional 
quality. Our services include selling animals 
to boost your stock numbers, and hiring 
out award-winning stud males for mating 
purposes.

Stud Services.
When you purchase an alpaca from Millpaca; 
or utilise our stud service, you really can 
be assured that they are among the best 
Huacaya alpaca stock you can get anywhere. 
Our slogan ‘breeding perfection’ reinforces 
our ongoing aim to breed the best, and 
that’s the Millpaca difference.

Milpaca Stud
286 Tindalls Lane

Berry NSW 2535

 

P +612 4464 1728

E alpacas@millpaca.com

www.millpaca.com
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Pocket Farm Fibre Mill is a family-owned business 
nestled alongside the upper reaches of the Brisbane 
River at Wivenhoe Pocket, Queensland.

Whilst our fibre mill is specifically tailored to process 
alpaca fibre, we can also process other fibre including 
scoured sheep wool, cashmere, etc.

Our mill is a boutique mill, and our main line has the 
current annual capacity of over 10 tonnes per annum on 
a single shift basis, and is capable of increasing capacity 
based on demand. 

Whilst we can process small quantities our production 
is capable of processing larger volumes than traditional 
mini mills used in the industry.

We also operate two smaller carding lines to be able to 
process smaller jobs.

Our facility can fully process raw fibre to yarn from skein, 
ball, or cone. Dyeing services are also available.

We can also supply additional services including knitted 
products and rugs/carpets.

Knitting services are done on a computer knitting 
machine.

Rug making is done on a computer driven robotic rug 
tufting machine with maximum size 7m x 3.2m.

Our aim is to bring back manufacturing to Australia and 
process commercial quantities of yarn to supply to the 
local and international market.

If you are looking for yarn to supply your production from 
small scale home knitting to commercial production, 
please contact us to see how we may assist you.

BUYING FIBRE
We are currently buying fleece for our own processing.

Shortly we will be offering our services to process fibre 
into yarn and further finished products. 
• Services include yarn in cones to balls or skeins
• Skein dyeing facility
• Blended yarns (Suri Huacaya blends and other fibres)
• Computer Knitting services
• Computer rug making services

PROCESSING

For more details, please contact us at 
info@pocketfarm.com.au

We welcome local and overseas enquiries.
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KATYDID Alpacas specialise in breeding 
pedigree coloured Suri and Huacaya Alpacas.

The quality fleeces produced right here on the 
farm are used in our garments and yarns.

We first started in the breed in 1995 so we have 
more than 20 years of hands-on experience 
with these beautiful animals. During this time 
we have bred many Champions.

Suri and Huacaya Breeder of Champions since 1995

KATYDID Alpaca Stud are experienced and 
respected breeders of both Suri and Huacaya 
Alpacas since 1995.

Our breeding program produces a range 
of quality alpacas in different colours and 
is producing award-winning animals with 
excellent conformation and outstanding 
fleece.

...and remember Alpacas can travel from the West coast to the East Coast.

Genetics Genetics Genetics.
25 years of breeding experience, you can use this to enhance your herd.

Starting in Alpacas?
Choosing your Direction?   

We can Help... Suri or Huacaya.

Katydid Alpacas
Allan & Katherine Williams

Ph: +61 8 9572 9148

Mobile: +61 409 996 948

Email: katydid@westnet.com.au

Gidgegannup, WA

www.katydidalpacas.com.au
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Successful 
Alpaca retail business for sale!
ALPACA  PANACHE  
www.alpacapanache.com.au

FOR  
SALE!

Alpaca Panache

As you may well know, Alpaca is so admired and 
loved as a prestigious natural fibre product.  
Imagine if you buy this business, then you are likely 
to have a real fulfilment!

Alpaca Panache’s Vision:  
to provide our customers with superlative Alpaca 
products,  and superior services such as Free 
delivery and Free returns!

ALPACA is even better than Cashmere!
Both are elite natural fabrics and are very similar 
in fineness and smoothness. However, Alpaca 
products: 
 � have much less pilling 
 � last much longer
 � less wrinkling
 � are genuine Alpaca fleece (much mass-
produced cashmere is now fake)

 � and yet are not as expensive!

ALPACA is better than merino wool
Alpaca is:
 � warmer
 � lighter

 � smoother
 � more natural 
 � low–allergenic (much less chemical dyeing 
needed )

And Alpaca scarves are renowned for being non-
itchy on the neck too.

My background:  

I started off with alpacas in the farm (Suri and 
Huacaya) in 1998.

I became a National Director of the Alpaca 
Association in 2004, and coordinated the Strategic 
Plan for the Association. I was also President of 
central Victoria Regional Alpaca Association.
In 2005 I was the National coordinator of the 
National Alpaca Show in Bendigo, where one ram 
was sold for $185,000!

In 2010 I started the online Alpaca business. 
Customers were very interested in my Peruvian 
products and loved them.

Unfortunately, I now have to retire due to health 
reasons.



Alpaca Panache

Marketing Opportunities. 
 � the online business has always been part of my 
operations for 12 years

 � China. In 2016 I started exporting to China with 
my Chinese business partner.  The New World 
department store in Nanjing Rd Shanghai was 
the place which is bigger than Myer in Bourke 
St Melbourne. It was a very successful business 
store. I have also joined with the ACBC (Australia 
China Business Council).

 � I have also sold many Alpaca items to 
Retirement Villages – including  Brighton, Toorak, 
Camberwell, Hampton and Doncaster. Some 
places I would also run a nice fashion parade 
which the customers wanted to see. 

 � I have sold well at the Pop Up stores in my local 
town, Castlemaine. I would start off in Easter 
, then Mother’s day, then Queen’s Birthday 
weekend and weekends in July and August  and 
September, including Father’s day.

 � I use social media  outlets—Facebook, 
Instagram, Pinterest.

 � For many years I also had my stall in the Bendigo 
National Show and was proud to show off the 
beautiful Alpaca garments and accessories, 
including Australian hand-knitted scarves, to 
breeders and visitors.

 � In 2018 I was working with the global Alpaca 
designer and former apprentice to Balenciaga—
Beatriz Canedo Patino, who had an Alpaca 
shop off  the Fifth Avenue in New York. We were 
working to have the very first  Alpaca  fashion 
show in Shanghai or  Beijing.  Unfortunately 
Beatriz  contracted cancer and passed away 
before we could set up the Show.

 � In another strategy I have arranged with some 
local retail stores to sell my rugs on commission. 
Very successful.

 � I am now also starting to export to South Korea 
customers via the SDF.

 � And obviously if you wanted to have a bricks-
and-mortar retail shop you could do that option 
as well!

What do I actually have for sale? 

Apart from the well-known name of my business, 
I have lots of garments, accessories and some 
bedding. 
Plus equipment and furniture – dress racks; tables; 
banners; shelving; cartons.

Buying this business may well be a very 
enjoyable solution for you!

For more detailed information, contact Trevor 
Pavlovich, World of Alpaca magazine  
ph. 61+ 415 908 321 
trevp@worldofalpacas.com.au

Some genuine customer 
testimonials:

 � “Verity has arrived and its beautiful. Thank 
you for your prompt attention and keeping 
me informed about the delivery. It’s much 
appreciated.” 

 � “Extremely good value for money for 
beautiful clothing. The clothing looks and 
feels as described. Nothing misleading.”

 � “I received my Ecuador poncho today 
and love it. The quality is evident and the 
poncho is beautifully soft.”

 � “My Alpaca coat was delivered this 
morning and I love it. It fits perfectly.” 

We have a solid clientele, and growth potential 
for you. I have close contacts with Peruvian 
Alpaca exporters and Australian producers.

YOUR  
INDUSTRY MAGAZINE 
21 YEARS YOUNG
STAY IN TOUCH
with current trends and suppliers who share the 
same passion in our industry.

CREATE APPEAL
by communicating with a target audience who 
share the same interests.

ALPACAS
World of

Speak to Trevor today to discuss an advertising package that suits your budget.

P  08 8294 9151  |  M  0415 908 321  |  trevp@worldofalpacas.com  |  worldofalpacas.com        @worldofalpacas

ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EXIST FOR OUR 
NEXT EDITION
SUPPLY YOUR OWN OR  

LEAVE IT TO US TO CREATE.
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WOA
BREEDER  

SPOTLIGHT

    Jeneric Alpacas

    Millpaca

    Alpaca Panache

    Boston Fine Fibres

    Riverdance Farm

    Alpacas Chaparral

    Maylands Alpacas

    Avenel Ridge Alpacas

    Revelation NZ Alpaca Stud

    Whispering Gums Alpacas

    Lakeland Alpacas

    Alpaca Passion

    Buckland Alpacas

Join our growing list of Alpaca breeders who have joined our online directory to help 

gain international exposure. 

Contact Trevor for a competive advertising rate .

p: 08 8295 2352   m: 0415 908 321

trevp@worldofalpacas.com

    Wharncliffe Alpacas

    Fibre Naturally

    Stevley Park Suris

    Story Book Alpacas

    Alcatraz Alpacas

    Aingeal Ridge Alpacas

    Wattle Grove Alpacas

    Kepler Mountain View Alpacas

    Thief of Hearts Alpacas

    Yaringa Alpacas

    Mioshi Park Alpacas

    Royal View Alpacas

    Alpaca Central

www.worldofalpacas.com/breeder-spotlight

20 years ago, working in Melbourne City and commuting to work by train.  Having just purchased our 
farm in Gippsland,  after work I called into a news agents for some train reading when a magazine with an 
alpaca on the cover caught my eye.

YES, this was World of Alpacas  Issue no.1.

We still have this magazine and every subsequent issue of World of Alpacas in our bookcase.

Stevley Park are extremely proud to have been associated with WOA and Trevor Pavlovich for many years.

The quality of WOA magazine makes it a joy to open and read.  Well laid out with interesting and relevant 
articles on all things alpacas.. The many informative veterinary/medical articles that appeared in the WOA 
magazine, written by long standing members/alpaca breeders, have provided valuable information for up 
and coming new breeders in our industry. 

The WOA magazine is now a truly international magazine reaching breeders in countries such as USA, 
British Society, Ireland and New Zealand.

Lezley Golding Stevley Park

Hi Trevor, thought it might be 
appropriate to thank yourself 
personally on your excellent 
publication, The World of Alpacas, 
and the editorials  and information 
that has been fortunately forwarded 
to our members over the years.  

To sum it up, thanks again for a 
great publcation and the education 
content therein. 

More importantly the support you 
offer breeders like ourselves to us at 
Millpaca.

We look forward to many more of 
your publications

Ian Frith and the team   
Millpaca Stud

Thoughts from our supporters

Fibre Naturally & Glenavon Alpacas are proud to be 
supporters of World of Alpacas. We have had a long 
association with Trevor and his amazing team, who 
have continually worked with us to help promote and 
grow our businesses.

We would also like to thank WOA for bringing the 
international alpaca world to our coffee tables, but 
even more importantly showcasing the  advancement 
and diversity of the Australian alpaca industry to the 
rest of the world!!

Gayle Herring

I have followed World of Alpacas since it’s inception 
twenty years ago, and it has evolved into a superb 
magazine. 

Trevor and his Team deliver information in a way that 
is relevant, interesting, educational and entertaining 
for both new and established alpaca breeders. 

They are a great reference resource and make a  
beautiful collection in any library. 

Kerry Manthorpe
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note was the fact that we had a number of attendees who then joined 

the association as either full members, or, associate members. One even 

joined the Committee after our ARM - now that is a success! This time 

shearing will be a smaller part of the session, with more time devoted to 

handling and halter training in its place.

Another training day being organised is one of the ever popular Cria 

Birthing Workshops which is pencilled in for late May. These workshops 

are always booked out in double quick time by enthusiastic members 

eager to learn how to handle sometimes difficult situations, especially if 

their vet is not readily available at the appropriate time. Our presenter, 

Adrienne Clarke, is in high demand with judging appointments as Covid 

restrictions ease, so a date is yet to be confirmed.

At the time of writing, our annual SA Colour Classic Show is a bit up in 

the air due to the work commitments of the convenors. Unfortunately, 

the added effects of Covid have also thrown its structure and viability 

into question and we will have some work ahead of us to ensure this 

show takes place in 2022. We are quite hopeful that we can overcome the 

roadblocks and get this up and running, possibly in June/July.

The Royal Adelaide is one show that we are sure will hit its straps in 2022, 

after the demise of the past two years events. Set to start on Saturday 3rd 

September, with alpacas being judged on that first day, we are looking 

forward to having a great show at which we can effectively display the 

best of our industry to the large crowds which will pass through. The RAS 

has one of the highest per capita visitor attendances of all the Royals, and 

hopefully Covid will not put any restrictions on these attendances.

The Strathalbyn Ag Show is set down for the October long weekend, 

Monday 3rd. Following the cancellation of the previous two shows, we are 

hoping that this years show will go ahead as planned. The Committee has 

looked at some alternatives due to rising costs involved with this show, 

but at this stage we will most likely be proceeding with it as normal. More 

consideration is likely to be given to alternatives by the Committee for 

following years.

The region Committee is also working on a special event in the form 

of the SA Great Alpaca Auction. It is planned to have some of the best 

genetics from a great range of SA studs in an online auction that the rest of 

Australia, and overseas, will have the opportunity to bid on and purchase. 

We are proud that SA consistently produces some of the best alpacas in 

this country, and supplying the opportunity for those fantastic genetics to 

move around our beautiful land is the prime object of this sale.

A positive to come out of being able to hold the limited number of shows 

we were able to, was the ability of one of our Apprentice Judges to get 

three show training events under her belt despite all the hoo-haa of Covid. 

With the AAA losing a number of Judges in the past couple of years, it was 

looking pretty grim for the future with the new batch of Apprentices only 

being able to do limited, if any, training. We were glad to be able to help 

out during this difficult time.

For the past three years our regional Committee has been running with 

a skeleton crew of four, then five, members sharing the organisational 

load of this extremely changeable period of time. Events being 

organised, delayed, cancelled, re-organised, or moved has thrown the 

small Committee into complete turmoil at times. Members have been 

disappointed and dishearten by the constant moving feast of changes 

that have occurred and some appeared to be on the brink of chucking 

it all in. But, I am pleased to say that at the last ARM we had a number 

of members put their hands up and we now have a full Committee of 

9, for the first time in I don’t know how long! I would like to thank those 

new members of the Committee for making a stand for the industry and 

throwing their time and knowledge into the ring, especially the new and 

relatively new Association members.

As well as the Committee reinforcements, it was pleasing to see a renewed 

effort from many members who put their backs into helping out at the 

limited number of events we were able to put together in 2021. Thanks 

to the new Convenors, organisers, presenters, stewards, and ordinary 

‘grunts’, your efforts and support are greatly appreciated. With your 

continued support we can keep the industry moving forward and upward.

Jolyon Porter
AAASA President

As you read this article, our first show for 2022 should have been run and 

won. Hopefully everything went well for the Mount Pleasant Show, after 

the past two have had to be cancelled for reasons beyond our control, and 

I don’t think that needs any explaining! The 2021 show had to be canned 

at the last minute, but we were able to throw together the May Day Fleece 

Show to take its place at short notice. This was well supported by the 

members with near on 100 fleeces entered into this inaugural event. It was 

so successful, the Committee has decided to pull the fleece section out of 

Mt Pleasant, where the fleeces run a poor second to the halter classes, and 

run it again as a stand alone fleece show but add some extra colour and 

interest with arts and craft sections as well as some displays and activities 

to raise more interest.

South Australian
Perspective

After the May Day Fleece Show, the SA region was fairly lucky in that 

we were able to hold a couple of other shows in 2021 and run a very 

successful New Owners Day and Shearing School despite all the health 

scares. Our regular Colour Classic Show also went ahead dodging all the 

chaos of lockdowns and associated rules. It was a well attended show 

with good numbers in halter and fleece classes. 

Following the success of the Colour Classic, our Royal was canned just 

a few weeks out due to crowd restrictions that made it commercially 

unviable. Then the Strathalbyn Ag Show fell victim to the same Covid 

rules, but again the membership pulled together and we ran an alternative 

alpaca only show that was able to work within the health rules and get 

one more score on the board for the members.

After a tumultuous 2021, we are looking forward to a much better 2022 

events season, starting with the aforementioned Mount Pleasant Show in 

March. As stated before, we have made the decision to remove the fleece 

classes from this show due to organisational and space challenges, and 

run a seperate Autumn Fleece Show at the Woodside Hall, on 14/15 May 

(TBC). This will give us the opportunity to expand the industry promotion 

side of the event, with arts and craft classes, spinning demonstrations, 

printed information, talks, and more.  

Unfortunately, the dates for some of our events are a bit fluid at the time 

of writing this due to various circumstances, but they will be firmed up in 

the near future. Check our region web page (sa.alpaca.asn.au) or facebook 

page (Australian Alpaca Association - South Australia) for more up to date 

information as it becomes available.

The 10th of April (TBC) will see a repeat of our New Owners Day to be held 

at the Mount Pleasant Showgrounds, which proved to be a good venue 

for our initial event in 2021 with some 40 attendees. I received a number 

of emails and texts from those who attended thanking the region for the 

session which they found highly useful and informative. Another bright 
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MARK SHORT ART
Mark Short, aka Shorty, has been painting for over 35 years now & with retirement looming he will be painting  

fulltime & managing their on-farm gallery & alpaca shop. “THE QUECHUA CONNECTION” 
He will be able to Commission your favourite critter or any landscape or seascape.

He can ship anywhere in Australia as well as the world 

For any enquiries chaparral6@bigpond.com or shorty@alpacaschaparral.com or Mobile 0418 818 655
Paintings, Limited Edition prints on Canvas as well as their sales list & Stud Services can be viewed at www.alpacaschaparral.com 



MALES FOR SALE

CHAPARRAL 
WATCHMAN

POTENTIAL STUD MALE

CHAPARRAL 
AVATAR

CERTIFIED MALE

CHAPARRAL 
HURRICANE
CERTIFIED STUD MALE

CHAPARRAL ELYSIUM 
POTENTIAL STUD MALE

CHAPARRAL 
WATSACOWIE

STUD MALE

THE QUECHUA CONNECTION

Dee & Shorty at Alpacas Chaparral open their On-farm gallery & Shop ‘The Quechua Connection” Weekends & School Holidays, 
except when they are at Alpaca Shows. They stock Home grown & Handmade products as well as Aussie made & imported 

products from Peru, Bolivia & America. They are always looking for new products & are happy to promote other stud’s handy work.
They have been breeding Alpacas for nearly 30 years & have some beautiful Alpacas with genetics that other breeders may want 
to access, these can be viewed on their Website or on the Database. They are always only a phone call away & are only too happy 

to share information about their genetics.
With males such as PPPeruvian Auzengate, Fine Choice Peruvian Ultimo, Jolimont Warrior, Camelot Tor, Benleigh Golden Flame, 
Blue Grass Waterloo Sunset, Qozco Marco, Peruvian Cortez, Softfoot Maudib ET & in more recent times Baringhup The Wizard, 

Snowmass Royal Kahuna & Haylilla Baloo.
They are always looking to introduce new genetics into their herd.

In recent time they have been lucky enough to have Alpacas included in overseas exports.
Shorty & Dee have a number of exciting males for sale, some have not been show as you’re all aware that there has not been many 

shows recently. For further information please contact shorty@alpacaschaparral.com or Mobile 0418 818 655  
Lets hope we’re off & running in 2022, fingers crossed. 

CHAPARRAL 
MISSISSIPPI MUD  
CERTIFIED MALE

CHAPARRAL 
GUNPOWDER  
POTENTIAL STUD MALE

CHAPARRAL 
CARUSO  
CERTIFIED MALE
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Royal View
Alpacas

not the new kids on the 
block any more.

Awarded Best First Time Exhibitor at the SA Colour 
Classic in 2021.
With the introduction of some of Australia’s best 
genetics now within the herd, we are becoming a 
household name and known throughout the Alpaca 
Industry.
Our herd has grown to 40+ Huacaya with fine fleece and 
always finding ways to improve on density uniformity & 
handle.
Not focusing on any particular colour, we are able 
to combine characteristics to hopefully find that 
outstanding combination.
With our recent purchase of Kurrawa and the Gunslinger 
& Alpha Centauri Razorclaw along with 3 other stud 
males we hope to get that balance.
We continue to improve our knowledge of these 
beautiful creatures, including attending the Alpaca 

Reconnect Conference in March 2022 and I have 
also changed careers to now being a Large Animal 
Vet Assistant / Receptionist for Willunga Veterinary 
Services.
Information on our stud and services are available 
on our website. We are open by appointment and 
encourage people who are interested in Alpacas to 
come and visit our farm.
We have sold many alpaca and offer the best in 
aftercare, we come to your property, show how to clip 
toenails, halter & lead, what feed is suitable for your 
new additions to the family and to give them their next 
dose of vitamins and loads of information etc.
We have alpacas for sale, male, female, empty or 
pregnant, old and young, all halter trained and up to 
date with all vaccinations.
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Breeders of white & couloured 
Haucaya Alpacas

Stud males available for 
outside matings

Fleece - All colours

Sharyn Jennings – 0437 887 387
David Jennings – 0438 708 840

info@royalviewalpacas.com.au
www.royalviewalpacas.com.au

Razor Claw

Gunslinger Fleece

Females

Gunslinger

We continue to improve our knowledge 
of these beautiful creatures

The National Fruit Fly Council (NFFC) has secured funding from 

Hort Innovation for phase 4 of the project that will strategically 

coordinate fruit fly management in Australia over the next five 

years (2021 – 2026).  

Fruit fly is one of the biggest trade barriers for horticulture 

products and many species of fruit fly pose a threat to Australia’s 

horticultural industries, both endemic and exotic. In 2016 the cost 

of fruit fly in Australia was estimated to be $300 million due to 

control measures and international trade restrictions. 

The project is a joint initiative between Plant Health Australia (PHA) 

and Hort Innovation, with co-investment from State governments 

and horticultural industries. The Council will continue to work with 

growers and fruit fly management community groups across all 

states and territories to control the pest on a national scale. 

As a strategic advisory body, the NFFC brings fruit fly affected 

stakeholders and subject matter experts together to formulate 

strategies and recommendations to strengthen the national fruit 

fly system. 

“There is real value in having industry and government 

stakeholders in one room to address fruit fly issues at a national 

level,” said Byron De Kock, Head of Research and Development at 

Hort Innovation.

The NFFC consists of federal and state governments, industry 

representatives, and research funders who collectively consider 

solutions to fruit fly challenges that will lead to a cost-effective 

and sustainable approach to managing fruit flies, and exotic fruit 

fly risks, across Australia. 

“Horticulture’s contribution to Australia’s Ag2030 goal of $100 

billion in production by 2030 relies on pest management 

systems to support increased productivity, market access and 

diversification, and our reputation for high quality and sustainable 

produce,” said Dr Mila Bristow, National Manager Performance and 

Innovation at Plant Health Australia. 

MEDIA RELEASE

NFFC will 
continue 
to prevent 
fruit fly in 
Australia 

The new project will provide a national strategic direction to 

manage fruit fly in Australia, including managing the risk of 

exotic species to support a robust national system for trade and 

production. It will prioritise research and development activities 

to meet fruit fly management needs. The project will also 

facilitate communication and cooperation between governments, 

industries, researchers, and communities to progress strategically 

important national fruit fly issues.

“Phase 4 will continue to build on a considerable body of work 

in recent years, which has increased national engagement and 

identified priorities to strengthen the national fruit fly system and 

Australia’s trade position,” said Stuart Burgess, NFFC Manager. 

Major achievements of Phase 3 (2018-2021) of the project include 

the production and launch of the National Fruit Fly Strategy 

2020-2025 and annual implementation plans, and delivery of the 

2021 National Fruit Fly Symposium which brought together fruit 

fly stakeholders across Australia. The key strength of the council 

during Phase 3 was in providing a neutral platform for stakeholders 

to collectively examine fruit fly issues. 

Phase 4 is unique given horticultural industries’ financial 

contribution, along with past funding partners (Hort Innovation 

and State governments). 

Cria
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Like most people, we went to buy two pet alpacas and by the time we left we had bought a pregnant 

female with cria at foot and that is where our journey started.  We originally weren’t really interested 

in showing, well Chris wasn’t, it took us five years before we put anything in the show ring and we won 

reserve champion with that young girl, unfortunately Covid hit and we didnt get to show her again.  

We bought our current property three years ago,  it was very run down and we knew we certainly had 

a lot of work to do.  It has two houses which we knew we wanted to run a BnB from so we renovated 

and started running it as a BnB six months after we moved here.  We were surprised with how popular 

it has been and we do know it has a lot to do with the alpacas.  We take most people out to meet the 

alpacas and some even get to take them for a walk if we happen to be training new babies to walk.  

When we first started running it we thought most people would be local people from SA and some 

from interstate. we were extremely surprised that approx 50% of our guests were from overseas, from 

places all over Europe and the USA and also Asia.  Since Covid hit we have still been running at about 

85% occupancy with SA people and recently have bookings from interstate again, which is nice.

When covid hit we thought about what else we could do and we decided to have people come up and 

walk the alpacas, luckily for us we also picked up with the experience voucher and were completely 

booked out for the time that they were running.  We take people on a half an hour walk around our 

farm with the alpacas on leads, then we let them do a hand feed and then we take them on the deck 

for a cheese platter, we have had a lot of great feedback about this experience.  We are hoping that we 

get accepted for the third round of vouchers, we also have a lot of people contact us on Facebook to 

book the walks.  We have had over 300 groups of guests stay at the BnB and our reviews are fantastic.  

We are told a lot of times that people book, one because of our first photo of the alpaca and also our 

reviews.  We try to spend as much time with guests as they would like, some people like to go for a 

walk around the farm and also go in to meet the alpacas.

Aurora
Sky Alpacas

Your property was 
the perfect place to 
reset and recharge 
after a strange few 
months.
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Dear Chris & Tracy

Your home was by far the most 
special Air BnB that we have stayed 
at. Thank you for sharing your 
farm and beautiful animals - you 
are truly blessed and so deserving. 
Would love to see you very soon!

Karen & Rodrigo

We are in the process of setting up a farm shop where we 

will sell alpaca goods, homewares and garden accessories.  

We have also just made the decision to purchase a couple 

of miniature donkeys to add to the experience for people 

staying in the BnB and also visiting our farm.

We love our alpacas and they are like kids to us, they are 

the most beautiful animals and we couldnt image our life 

without them.  We plan to start showing a few more of our 

animals this year and look forward to seeing what they do 

in the show ring.  We have had a lot of help from alpaca 

breeders to get to where we are and we are very thankful 

for their help and know we wouldn’t be where we are 

without them.

Tracy and Chris 0405 450 654

Cromer, South Australia 

Enjoy your stay with the company of the 
most delightful creature, Alpacas
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Aurora
Sky AlpacasSky Alpacas

Tracy and Chris 0405 450 654
Cromer, South Australia 

Enjoy your stay with the company of the most delightful creature, Alpacas

Established in 2015 by Tracy and Chris Wright Aurora are 
a small boutique breeder of all colour huacayas. Their 
aim is to breed quality and not quantity.

The property is approx. 50 acres at Cromer. Just an hour 
drive from Adelaide CBD and 30 minutes from Hahndorf.

A small farm shop sells scarves, throws, hats and many 
other items, all made from Australian and New Zealand 
alpaca wool.

Our walk and feed farm days are a popular way to 
understand the personality and warm nature of the 
Alpaca.

These farm day experiences are available through 
bookings only.

YARINGA
Yaringa Alpacas is owned and 
operated by Susan Haese.
At Yaringa Alpacas we pride 
ourselves on our customer 
service.

Alpacas
We provide:

• long term and short term agistment including 
birthing care

• excellent after sales service

• stud services to an extensive stable of elite males 
and budget males

• embryo transfer

• herd management contracts

• contract shearing

• halter training and show preperation

• workshops on all things alpaca

• consultancy/forward planning

• “Trendy alpaca” selling alpaca accessories

“Coomooloo Station”, 91 Coomooloo Rd Bald Hills, SA, Australia 5203          susan@yaringaalpacas.com.au
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SOLD

SOLD

SOLD SOLD SOLD
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Often our focus is on the male, hoping he will do the “Wow factor” on the fleece of our girls!
In the World of Alpaca Magazine of 2020, I wrote about the animal that “clicks” with another 
and consistently produces a Champion animal from that Sire every time.
The Dam I was talking about is Blackgate lodge Whimsey and the Sire was Taylors Zuka. 
Unfortunately, Zuka who was purchased half share by another stud and has passed on. 
The question is, have the Champions stopped?  let’s have a look and see! At some of the 
escapees from Alcataz Alpacas located in Fortress WA.   

Male or Female, who influences 
your herd the most? 

Whimsey does it again this time with the Sire 
no 2  Kurrawa Legends Challenge. Achieving 
Junior Champion at the Gidgy show and Perth 
Royal 2021 could it be we were wrong does 
Whimsey produce a champion with any Sire!! 
She is put with? Let’s have a closer look.

Sire no 3 “Grey Zanzibar”  for Whimsey;  
This was a brave mating due to the Grey 
Colouring? But it worked! Introducing 
Bombshell technically she has not been to 
a show and achieved a champion status yet 
(due to covid) but she looks stunning and got 
115 likes on face book with these covid times 
that’s as good as it gets! and omg a female 
from “The Whimsey”.

From Whimsey Passing it forward Giventime 
multiple champions in his own right, but 
even better his progeny are stunning. See 
Gangbuster the one show he has been too he 
achieved reserve Champion at Perth Royal.  

Continuing The lineage From Whimsey One of 
Giventime’s beautiful progeny all our friends 
just love him! I know cute isn’t supposed to 
cut it, but it so does!

Another Giventime Progeny this girl is already 
a champion with her grandfather being Whyte 
Park Timothy National Champion no wonder 
she’s a “Cracker”

Champion at Manjimup beating some of 
the top animals in the state. You couldn’t 
forget this girl the sire being one of Whimseys 
Champion boys Life Time 3rd at the nationals 
and later purchased half share by forward 
thinking Glenmore Alpacas.

After Many Champion boys at last a Precious 
female  from Whimsey. Precious Time, 
Multiple Champion in her own right. Anxiously 
awaiting her progeny. 

Who is this good looking male?  big shoes to 
fill with Giventime as full brother. Champion 
at the Gidgy show and reserve at the Royal 
this Handsome boy has to have a mention. 
The last of the Zuka mattings. If he is a 
“Chip Off The Old block”  We think he has a 
promising future.

Conclusion 

Whimsey is a female animal that positively 
imprints beautiful traits over her progeny 
the amazing frequency in her fleece, Density, 
lustre,   She is the progeny of Snowmaster a 
highly positive influencing male. Whimsey has 
accelerated quality in our small Hurd that no 
other animal has including any males we have 
used so far.

Amazingly! Yes, it doesn’t seem to matter 
what quality Sire is used. She improves her 
progeny to the highest standard, Whimsey 
consistently produces Champion quality 
animals. None of her Cria has failed to achieve 
Championship status and as discussed, the 
quality of the animals is being carried forward 
through the lineage. 

Email: denise@alcatrazalpacas.com
Web: alcatrazalpacas.com
Tel: 0418 555 908
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Nine-thirty on the morning of 26th February 

marked, for many of us, the return to the show 

ring after a long, unwelcome, enforced break brought 

about by the Covid pandemic. The exhibitors were 

lined up under the smooth control of Shane Read, 

the ever-reliable Chief Marshal. The judges, Peter 

Kennedy-Gane and Adrienne Clarke were ready for 

two days of intense scrutiny and the dulcet tones of 

John Hay on the microphone called them into the 

ring…

But it nearly didn’t happen!

It was a long and tortuous road to get to this 

moment. The pandemic that wouldn’t go away 

dogged our footsteps all the way through the 

planning process. The rules and regulations kept us 

guessing – QR codes, masks, social distancing, hand 

sanitiser, elbow bumps – the rituals that we have 

come to accept over the past few years danced in an 

ever-changing pattern.

But the convenors decided early in the planning stage that the 

show must go on. The members needed it, the industry needed 

it, the show society needed it and we were sick of planning and 

preparing shows that disappeared into Covid dust!

The Canberra Show is hosted by the RNCAS (Royal National 

Capital Agricultural Society) but this year the RNCAS was struck 

by dissolution of its structure caused by financial woes on top of 

covid impossibilities. So, for 2022, the RNCAS consisted of one 

man, the CEO, Geoff Cannock. With a patchwork of volunteer 

staff and grim determination, Geoff fought his way through crisis 

after crisis to make the show happen. Even when success was 

tantalisingly close, he was nearly thwarted by the invasion of 

the showground site by hundreds of demonstrators. Anti vax, 

anti-government, anti-anything they could think of as they set up 

camp outside Geoff’s office and all over the grounds.

Fortunately, they vented their spleen and went home just in time 

for the herculean task of setting up the show infrastructure to get 

underway.

The indefatigable Shane Read performed his magic with the 

crew from Z shed and caused pens, show ring, seating and all to 

appear. With a shortage of security staff to man the gates, control 

of entry for alpaca exhibitors was handed to us, making for the 

easiest showground access we have ever known, although some 

exhibitors did get to enjoy a scenic drive around the grounds to 

find the right gate.

So, nine-thirty on the morning of 26th February arrived and the 

first alpacas entered the ring as the convenors enjoyed a quiet 

smile and sigh of relief – the show was on!

After two days of confident evaluation and insightful 

explanations, the judges selected their Supreme Champions, 

with the honours going to Patagonia Absolutely Starstruck in the 

huacaya section and Elimbari Sappho taking the suri title.

But we were all winners. The smiles on the faces of all the 

exhibitors was a great reward for two tired convenors. Thank 

you all for your support, especially those that made the trip from 

interstate to be part of the event.

Now, as your convenors retire from the active alpaca scene, we 

leave with the happy realisation that the industry is alive and 

moving forward again.

We look forward to seeing you all at some of the events planned 

for the coming months.

Cheers

Paul and Lyn

Co-convenors, Royal Canberra Alpaca Show 2022

ROYAL CANBERRA
February 2022

ALPACA SHOW

The successful 2022 Canberra Royal Show included the who’s who 

of the alpaca show set including a few that shone through even 

brighter than before. This year’s Canberra Royal is extra special. 

Not only is it the first in a couple of years, but it has also given 

the “high note” for Paul and Fran Haslin and Lyn Dickson to mark 

their retirement. A most well-deserved recognition.

We are so very grateful to them for all their years of triumph and 

of late, their resilience. As the convenors for both the 2020 and 

2021 AAA National Shows they did a great deal of work that was 

never realised. 

They pulled together the AAA National Fleece Challenge in early 

2021. This was the first of its kind with the results broadcast 

live online. Awesome concept and well received by the alpaca 

community worldwide.

It is so fitting for them to have convened the Canberra Royal. The 

first of the shows in 2022 and now followed by many more. The 

alpaca community have missed this social interaction even more 

than they have missed the opportunity to showcase their alpacas. 

Thank you, Paul, Fran and Lyn, from everyone at AAA.  

Brett Fallon
AAA Ltd President

AU REVOIR
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Those who read the articles and advertisements in this esteemed journal have in the main, 

hitched their dreams and aspirations to alpaca in some way.  There are so many reasons for 

this, but for most of us it is initially the charm and appeal of the alpacas themselves, that 

have lured us to this industry.  Then we find we need to work hard to ensure it is a viable and 

sustainable industry.  

The year will be our 25th anniversary as part of the alpaca industry – time for celebrations.  

Over these years, we have taken our initial purchase of two breeding females to a herd of about 

300.  We have learnt so much about farming and rural life, about these amazing animals and 

their often times eccentric owners – present company included, of course … !!  But I am still 

surprised that as we move towards the necessary efficiencies of commercial herds, we are still 

drawn to the very nature of the individual alpacas themselves.

Silver Anniversary



Only last week, the grief and consternation of one of the breeding 

females was so clearly conveyed when her cria was still born.  She 

stared at me, looked at her cria and stamped her foot as she expected 

me to “fix this”.  For hours, she protected her cria from all comers, from 

“nosey aunts” to interfering people.  Eventually she was lured away with 

some lucerne, but she still patrols, looking for her cria and examining 

each new arrival to make sure it does not belong to her.  In contrast, a 

cria was orphaned only yesterday.  At three weeks of age, he is a feisty 

little male who refuses the bottle.  He has become an adept milk thief 

in less than a day, though he too patrols the mob, looking for his mum 

and calling for her ...  

From an industry perspective, alpacas have so many credentials:  Their 

fleece is a sustainable fibre that goes into making beautiful garments 

and home wares that last for many years.  They are relatively easy to 

farm and to harvest their fleece each year, and they have many “green 

credentials” as a bonus.

As an alpaca farmer, who has learnt it all “on the job”, each step in 

moving towards “real farming” has been a cause for celebration.  The 

steps have been small and varied, but each has contributed to moving 

our enterprise towards success and sustainability.  While the show 

ribbons are a sweet decoration in the house, the real success is outside, 

where the fleeces are increasingly fine and heavier cutting each year.  

The management of soil and weeds leads to improved pastures and by 

increasing grazing areas, we can reduce the need for supplement feed.  

While I still feel like I have “L-plates” on in so many areas, it’s a privilege 

when I can share experiences and provide useful information to others … 

For two years now, the world has spun on a slightly altered axis … 

Covid-19 has nudged us all into an altered way of life.  Our routines and 

perspectives have changed, and our world has been altered irrevocably 

… welcome to the “new normal”.  For our part, as pharmacists, we have 

swung from hand sanitiser manufacturing and mask mandates to the 

provision (and instruction) in Rapid Antigen Tests and the administration 

of Covid-19 vaccinations.  The old, the young and those in between all 

vouch for the fact that “I don’t like needles”.  The tears and tantrums that 

sometimes ensue are also equally spread across the ages – but I do tend 

to reserve the lolly pops for the little ones .. !!

lee.sadler@bigpond.com                 Pages Flat, South Australia

I have received many compliments about how I give Covid-19 

vaccinations, again from the young and the old alike.  I can 

admit to you though, that it is years of giving vaccinations 

to alpacas that has been the best training ground ... after all, 

they weigh about the same as us and their muscle mass is 

very similar.  I’ve suggested that when there are queues at the 

pharmacy, I could use an injection gun – after all, it is more 

efficient on farm, so why not in the pharmacy as well … !!  

Somehow, their sensibilities are unlikely to agree – though I’m 

sure you can see the logic … !!

As we celebrate our 25 years in the alpaca industry, I hope 

that it continues to make incremental improvements, to fulfil 

its aspiration of being a successful and sustainable industry.  

I hope that those who farm alpacas continue to be both 

enchanted by their demeanour and eager to find ways to be 

better farmers and that our community places increasing 

value on sourcing and utilising food and fibre that is clean and 

green.

These are the empty Covid-19 vaccination 

vials from one of the pharmacies I work in.  

Each vial holds between 6 and 20 doses of 

Covid-19 vaccine.  Yes, we’ve been busy … !!
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Thank you to all of the Alpaca growers who are 
using and recommending TNN Australia Mighty 
Min 6.5 + ADE to other growers.  I know it is hard 
to keep a good thing to yourself.

If you want even better results you can do more 
for your animals.  As you know all animal and 
human health stems from the soil and imagine 
that everything that you and your animals eat was 
grown with a full complement of nutrients to make 
your animals healthy and happy.

We at TNN Australia have a wide range of fertilisers 
available, both liquid and granular, all of which 
follow Joseph Steiners’ philosophy of ‘use anything 
that works as long as it does no harm’.  All you 
need are good nutrients in the soil, good biology 
and microbes and water to create healthy soil.  
Good soil will grow anything well.

Other benefits of using our products 
are that you will increase the build 
up of organic matter in your soil, a 
1% increase in your organic matter 
will give you an extra water holding 
capacity which means that usually 
you will be the last in your area to 
be effected by drought and the first 
one to come out of it, also with the 
possibility of being able to sell soil 
carbon credits.

One of the things that I love best is the 
bragging rights about how good the place 
looks and how healthy the animals are and 
the reduction of costs by reducing my feed 
bills and vet bills.

Have a look our web page TNN Australia.
com and our TNN Australia Facebook page 
to see how we can help you.

Bill Munton
TNN Australia
181 Woodberry Rd
Millers Forest, NSW 2324

M: 0407 252 318
E: bill@tnnaustralia.com
     /TNN Australia www.tnnaustralia.com
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Golden Charm 

P M E

After a few years we really took notice 
of what we were breeding from which 
males, and decided it was a waste 
of time not to go for the best males 
available. 

When we had enough girls we 
bought our first stud male in 
partnership with another breeder. 
He was a beautiful boy with good 
genetics. The one thing we all missed 
was our boy had a brother who 
had one huacaya way back in his 
pedigree.

After waiting almost one year after 
starting to use him we discovered he 
wasn’t homozygous and we had a 
couple of huacayas on the ground.

Time to reassess. As we weren’t 
breeding for the pet market we 
decided we simply couldn’t afford to 
keep using him.

Back to buying all our matings, but 
now only using good quality males, 
which were now becoming more 
available with some better quality 
Qld boys as well as some breeders 
bringing good males into Qld to use.

We eventually bought another boy 
but with this boys genetics it was 
highly unlikely he would produce 
huacayas, which he has never done.

With the encouragement of another 
breeder  we had our best girl travel 
interstate a couple of times to use the 
best males we could access.

Darryl and Jessie Raines of Golden Charm 

Alpacas have been farming suri alpacas at 

Burnett Heads, Bundaberg in Qld since 2002.

Nineteen years ago there weren’t 
many suris available for sale in 
Qld. Although we looked at a few 
animals there was a limited no. for 
sale. We did buy three beautiful girls 
to start our journey into breeding 
alpacas.

Once we had these girls on our 
property our next problem was 
accessing good males worth using 
to lift our quality. Sometimes we 
took our girls five hours up the road 
to use good males, but quite often 
we used the males of a local breeder 
breeder because we didn’t have the 
time to travel. We did have some 
beautiful cria but our progress was 
slow.

From these matings we produced 
Golden Charm Moscato who was 
shown in Qld and NSW. Moscato took 
home the supreme ribbon at every 
show he entered and has won more 
supremes than any other Qld animal 
has ever won. 

Golden Charm has alpacas for sale 
that will make great pets or guards, as 
well as some great quality males and 
females for the serious breeder. 

Standing at stud are Golden Charm 
Moscato, Golden Charm Hot Stuff, 
Golden Charm Merlin, Golden Charm 
Lucifer, and Golden Charm Dustin.

The genetics of these boys is 
impressive and they have cria on the 
ground that can be viewed.

Any of these boys will take your 
breeding to a new level and start 
you on your journey of success in the 
industry.

Darryl & Jessie Raines -  
PO Box 8228, Bargara, Qld 4670        07 4159 4624          0407 155 403            gcalpaca@bigpond.net.au
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We are well into 2022 and Alpaca Owners Association is seeing growth 
and increased engagement among its members. Despite a turbulent 
year from the effects of Covid-19, we’re seeing alpaca events and 
shows back on the calendar and an abundance of projects coming out 
of the organization. 

Most notably, AOA launched its first complete membership restructure 
since its merged inception in 2014. Supported by its voting members, 
membership is now structured to support four business models with 
sub-models within each level. And while it’s no secret that fees had 
to catch up with the expense of programs and services, supporting 
members in their area of focus was the driving force. 

Quite possibly the most commented on change is the addition of the 
AOA Online Education Series. The bi-monthly educational sessions 
are adding great value to one’s membership investment. We invite 
members from all over the globe to join in on these conversational 
learning experiences. Members who can’t join during the live calls can 
access the recordings on the AOA website.  

Committee engagement is growing, and many new owners have 
stepped up to join veteran members to navigate government relations, 
alternative products, national marketing and fleece! A younger, highly 
involved segment is emerging in the U.S. alpaca industry. 

AOA launched its first show points system in 2021. This is one way to 
validate the breeding program of a farm and of animals themselves. It 
also injects some competitive fun into the show ring. The program was 
piloted calculating halter points only this first year. We hope to add 
fiber and youth points in the 2022-2023 show season. 

AOA introduced a fully, live-streamed national show to members and…
the world. We had a significant global watch party happening. Building 
on that experience and offering it in subsequent years is our goal. 

Perhaps the greatest achievement and the most fun, was having the 
entire membership rally around the common goal of registering 5000 
alpacas! We exceeded the goal, registering 5016! Every alpaca does 
count and tracking the national herd is important for so many reasons. 

Alpaca Owners 
Association News
By Robin Gifford

Our partnership with World of Alpacas is 
just one way we hope to partner with the 
global alpaca community. 
Together, we make great things happen. 

It’s not just about their alluringly cute looks 
and chatty hums and clucks. If any of you were 

lucky enough to hear Alonso Burgos from Grupo 
Inca in Arequipa talk at one of the earlier AANZ 
Conferences you would have been spellbound 
by his lecture on the folklore of the people 
of South America, their culture and spiritual 
connections with alpacas. Whilst I could never 
appropriately compare our westernised alpaca 
farming practices with the South American 
alpaca farmers whose lifestyle, livelihoods and 
mythology revolve around the alpaca, we have 
witnessed and been part of some unique and 
“spiritual” events on our farm and remembering 
those experiences still bring tears.

Sadly over the years we’ve had to say our 
goodbyes to older alpacas in our herd but never 
have I seen their passing even noticed. However, 
recently when the matriarch of our herd, and 
the first female we ever purchased, was nearing 
her passing, the vet was kind enough to allow 

me the quiet time and space to sit with her 
whilst she breathed her last with her head on 
my lap as I stroked and whispered to her. As 
we left her, the rest of the herd slowly left their 
place of eating from the far side of the paddock 
and formed a close circle around her. They stood 
in unison quietly as if saluting her departure 
and paying respect to the elder of their herd. 
It was quite some time before they slowly 
moved away and in their place her daughter and 
granddaughter cushed down either side of her 
– a close family bond now broken forever but 
marked with such reverence and dignity.

Spirituality involves 
the recognition of a 
feeling or sense or 
belief that there is 
something greater 
than ourselves 
something more to 
being human than 
sensory experience, 
and that the greater 
whole of which we 
are part is cosmic or 
divine in nature.

NORTH CANTERBURY NEW ZEALAND
Anne and Bevan Rogers email: anne@jazzbears.co.nz
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PHOTOGRAPHY

One of my passions is photography – there’s 
nothing more photogenic than alpacas! I have 
assisted with promotional marketing for a 
number of studs throughout NZ and Australia 
by supplying advertising photography.

Along the way I’ve been lucky enough to meet 
some top quality alpacas and their breeders 
in Australasia and I have felt privileged to 
be entrusted to create the images of their 
wonderful alpacas to promote to the rest of the 
alpaca world. It is humbling to see that some 
of these images continue to sustain advertising 
and websites many years later.

My photographic “safaris”, as well as producing 
some stunning images, have each come with 
some of their own back stories and here are a 
couple:

It was back in 1995 that I embarked on a 
project of photographing alpacas throughout 
Australasia to feature in an international 
calendar that I was producing. I had decided 
to try and incorporate all colours of the alpaca 
spectrum if possible, but silver grey was eluding 
me. I was alerted to a young grey male who had 
performed well in the recent Sydney Royal. I 
have always been keen to photograph alpacas 
with complimentary backgrounds and as we 
headed towards Gunamatta Stud, I began to 
notice a number of shrubs in suburban gardens 
festooned with deep pinky purply flowers 
and so a picture formed in my mind that that 

colour could look pretty good against a grey 
alpaca. Soon after we arrived, Marconi’s owner 
produced a halter for him to wear for the 
photos but apologised profusely that it was a 
very bright colour but it was the only one that 
fitted – coincidentally it was the very same 
colour as the flowery shrubs I had been eyeing 
up. Next we had to find a suitable backdrop 
with the said flowery shrub. Leaving Marconi 
and Sue behind at the farm, Bevan and I drove 
for many miles around the Sydney suburbs 
looking for an appropriate setting but none of 
the shrubs we spied along the way were tall 

or bushy enough and hopes were beginning 
to fade until ...... we passed the sign to a huge 
park and gardens. Imagine our surprise when 
we found a South American part to the garden 
and there standing resplendent beside a 
beautiful lake was a massive Tibouchina – who 
knew – that beautiful pinky purply shrub was 
a native to the land of the alpaca! Back to the 
farm, picking up Sue Maynard, Lyn Dickson and 
Julie Bird and of course Marconi back we went. 
And that is the back story of this enduring 
image.

Multi Supreme Grey Champion Huacaya: El Remanso Sugar Yes Please

Stud Male:  
El Remanso Ripcurl

Stud Male:  
El Remanso Once in a Blue Moon
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Milestead 
Alpacas

Situated on 5  acres in Warragul, West Gippsland, after several 
unsuccessful years of planting and trying to grow Ginseng, we wanted 
to look at another option for the land and as I was from a dairy farm 
background I felt more suited to animals rather than cropping.  A visit 
to Seymour Alternative Farming Expo in 1996 and talking to breeders 
then  a further visit to an information open day held at Pucara hosting 
Cameron Holt and Maggie Kyrgger, the idea of owning alpacas began 
and Milestead  Alpacas was born.

A short time later we went to an open day held  at Kingston Park 
and and purchased our first alpaca wethers. Within a month we had  
bought two pregnant females and a cria at foot. Our 26 year journey 
had begun and still continues.

When we purchased the two wethers it was a relatively new concept 
for the dairy farming area of Warragul so I was invited to many displays 
and school or kinder  visits , the Warragul Show or just people stopping 
on the side of the road as it is the main road from Korumburra to 
Warragul. I don’t know how many near miss accidents happened from 
cars stopping suddenly when they saw alpacas in the front paddock.

Years later the 5 acres was not  big enough for the growing herd so a 
290 acre property in Iguana Creek near Bairnsdale,  East Gippsland 
was purchased . A lot of work was and still needs to be done to reclaim 
pasture from the native vegetation, fencing  re-sowing  for the ever 
expanding herd currently at approximately 70 animals.  Now servicing 
Phillip Island,  West and East Gippsland with animal sales, stud male 
mating services and animal husbandry it has become a family concern 
with my husband, daughter and son-in-law now managing a shearing 
/animal husbandry service to meet the demand. This service has also 
become an education for owners as many people have purchased or 
inherited animals and know nothing about their needs.

In recent times we have faced several years of drought where I had 
to relocate the entire herd when fires threatened at the end of 2019 
and we had no water left to defend. A few phone calls were made and 
a convoy of trailers and horse floats moved the herd to 4 different 
properties for safe keeping until we either got rain or had grass again.  
Recently we went to the other extreme of  having had floods six times 
in six months. At least all the dams and water tanks are now full.

Originally I focused on breeding  white / light fawn but have now 
progressed to more colours to meet the market demand of pets, 

guards and breeding animals. To gain the colours I have purchased 
a few coloured males including  roan, light fawn, medium fawn and 
dark brown  so hoping for a wide range in the 2022 season as I cannot 
keep up with the current demand for animals.

I became involved in the VER AAA display  at Farm World which 
is a four day agricultural event held near Warragul which has 
approximately 55,000 visitors through the gates over a four day 
period. It was here we promoted all aspects of the alpaca industry 
and had exhibitors with animals, fleece and manufactured end 
products both made locally and imported. In 2018 this exhibit 
consisting of nine breeders displaying their wares won the Best 
General Interest Exhibit for Farm World. This involvement continued 
for 20+ years but I have now decided to hand over the reins and focus 
on my own venture.

Many people may not remember but when AAFL was sourcing fleece 
to meet specific demand they along with the regions appointed 
FLO’s – Fleece Liason Officers which I was approached to take on this 
position for Eastern Region and continued  for about three years,  
evening running workshops including a BBQ tea  for breeders around 
Gippsland  on how to sort and skirt fleece to meet the requirements 
of AAFL. 

I work full time off farm so time is precious, trying to manage farm 
work and the animals but there are cria’s on the ground each year, 
so I must be managing.  We still own the Warragul property which 
has been handy when weaning cria’s or generating animal sales.  
John and I are looking towards retirement in a few years but that still 
seems a time away as we have so many plans for the farm.

We always said we had a steep learning curve when we bought 
alpacas and we are still learning even now 26 years later, some  
things appear to test our knowledge and patience but thankfully 
there are many resources to learn from. It is a journey I will never 
regret starting.

Jenny Miles 
0417 392 670
milestead@dcsi.net.au  
Warragul Victoria
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LillyfieldLillyfield
ALPACAS

Success is no accident!

Carolyn Austin & Geoff McGown-Lay

Lillyfield Alpacas—25 years On.
Silver Anniversary Celebrations

Who would believe a modest hobby could still be going strong 25 years later, 
having breed some beautiful alpacas and made so many amazing friends 
along the way. Like many - we started small with mentors that helped us 
through good times & bad and through these years we hope we have been 
able to help many of our friends & fellow breeders by being good mentors to 

them in return - “paying it back.”

Breeding goals on farm continue to narrow the micron ranges, lower sd, 
increase fleece weights & develop a stocky sound animal that does well in 

good times & bad.

2021 Fleece Results: Herd average 20.8u, 4.2 sd (all ages), length 90mils. In 
this band 60% are under 18u with SD’s in the mid 3, so the plan is working.

15% discount off all multiple purchases
Already priced to meet the market from a number of our most closely held lines.

LillyfieldLillyfield
ALPACAS

“Glendale” 69 Graces Flat Rd, Bowning, NSW 2582
Mob: 0410 693 802    Email: lillyfield@bigpond.com
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What we can learn from a 
revolutionary herd of… Alpacas?

The marriage of  research and agriculture 
with the common goal in mind of helping 
families burdened with disease has 
spawned the creation of the Turkey Creek 
Biotechnology LLC in Tennessee – an 
excellent demonstration of what collaborative 
innovation looks like. But, as is true to 
all great achievements, there also lies a 
great deal of struggle. The origins of this 
business novelty first begin with a frustrated 
researcher.

Dr. Brian Wadzinski, Associate Professor 
of Pharmacology at Vanderbilt University, 
encountered difficulty securing funding 
for his research 5–6 years ago. Having 
worked off and on with various companies 
to develop antibodies for their research 
program, Dr. Wadzinski needed a more 
sustainable method to support his research 
in cell signaling.

The professor explored the idea of starting 
his own company where he could access the 
animals and generate antibodies on his own 
accord. Rather than the traditional mouse 
and rabbit models, Wadzinski was set on 
pursuing a partnership with alpacas.

But, why alpacas? The answer requires 
a deeper dive into the anatomy of these 
furry creatures. Members of the animal 

family camelid, alpacas share their likeness 
with llamas and camels. These species 
have recently proven to be quintessential 
in targeted antibody therapy research. 
Incorporating camelids into molecular 
cell research is a fairly recent method, and 
proving to have striking success. In 2018 the 
first llama-derived drug Caplacizumab gained 
FDA approval to assist in treating a blood 
clotting disorder.

Unbeknownst to these herd animals, 
the success is found in their vital fluids. 
Alpacas naturally produce two types of 
antibodies within their immune system. 
One is the conventional antibody, the 

same as those found in humans. The 
second and more desirable antibody 
fragment constitutes one-tenth the size 
of human antibodies. This small antibody 
is advantageous to researchers due to its 
ability to bind with proteins that the larger, 
conventional antibodies cannot. In short, 
alpacas make the perfect specimens for 
examining diseases affecting neurological 
development.

That being said, Wadzinski’s colleague at 
Vanderbilt, Dr. Ben Spiller joined his ventures 
and together they founded Turkey Creek 
Biotechnology. Provided with a promising 
solution, Wadzinski had finally obtained the 

By Anna-Love

What we can learn from a revolutionary herd of… Alpacas?

freedom and security to advance his research 
on the target gene, PPP2R5D.

In attempts to simplify molecular cell-speak 
to a few sentences, the gene PPP2R5D is 
found naturally within us humans. It is 
involved in the development and function 
of the brain, coding for an enzyme that 
is paramount to the development of 
neurological pathways. However, if mutated 
during stages of its development, this gene 
can cause Jordan’s Syndrome, a relatively 
rare neurodevelopmental disorder that is 
characterized by learning disabilities, muscle 
weakness, language impairments, and 
autism-like behaviors. At that, PPP2R5D has 
also been linked to Alzheimer’s disease and 
certain cancers.

Dr. Wadzinski’s goal in studying this gene 
is to understand more about its nature and 
pave the way for the future development 
of treatments. He notes the potential 
of harvesting camelid antibodies to 
finding answers about these perplexing 
illnesses, “One can use them for research, 
diagnostics, and more recently for 
therapeutic purposes.”

With the research aspect of the business 
secured, Dr. Wadzinski works on the next 
piece of the puzzle – finding a home for the 
alpacas. To obtain healthy, effective antibody 
samples, the herd of alpacas needs to have 
ideal living conditions. That being said, 
the bustling metropolis where Vanderbilt 
University is located lacks the rolling hills 
and vast spaces alpacas thrive on. So, Turkey 
Creek Biotechnology expanded its reach 
100 miles west of Nashville, to the humble 
countryside in Waverly, Tennessee.

Here, Dr. Wadzinski partnered with Randy 
Litton of Litton Farms, who agreed to 
adopt the herd of alpacas onto his 300-acre 
farmland. Randy has been harvesting and 
selling Bermuda Hay bales on his farm 
for years. He took an interest, or rather a 
moral obligation, in Dr. Wadzinski’s project, 
wanting to play a role in helping families 
stricken with diseases such as cancer.

Randy’s connection to the issue at hand 
is not founded on a contract or monetary 
gains. Instead, he is invested in Turkey Creek 
Biotechnology because of his compassion 
for those in a similar situation he found 
himself burdened with once before. Randy’s 
son, Gunnery Sergeant Edwin M. Litton, 
and recipient of the Navy and Marine Corps 
Commendation Medal was on active duty 
when he was exposed to carcinogens. He 
later developed cancer in his esophagus, 
bones, brain, and lungs, and battled the 
debilitation from these illnesses with strength 
and courage up to his final breath. In a simple 
manner, Randy explains his reason for joining 
Wadzinski’s business, “If someone else can 
be spared the emotional pain of death from 
disease, it is worth the research effort.”

Despite differing motives, the farmer and 
scientists find common ground in their 
devotion to preserving human life. Dr. 
Wadzinski expresses his appreciation of this 
innovative coalition,

“I think one of the beautiful things 
about what we’ve been doing is it’s 
allowed us to engage three different 
groups of people – a group of scientists 
here at Vanderbilt, a group of farmers 
in rural Tennessee, and the families who 
have children that are afflicted with this 
Jordan’s Syndrome.”

To add to the uniqueness of this collaborative 
business model, they partnered with New Era 
Fiber, an alpaca fiber processing company in 
Nashville, Tennessee. The company agreed to 
process the alpaca yarn from Litton Farms at 
a reduced price, allowing Dr. Wadzinski and 
colleagues to transform the alpaca’s desired 
fiber into functional yarn.

The fleece was then distributed to a group of 
volunteers who knitted hypoallergenic hats 
for the patients undergoing chemotherapy 
treatment at Vanderbilt Hospital.

From the antibodies produced by the alpacas 
and harvested by the scientists to the hats 
knitted by volunteers and providing warmth 
for chemo patients, this approach is full-
circle. Combating diseases such as Jordan’s 
Syndrome, Alzheimer’s, or cancer does not 
have a single, straightforward answer. But 
one thing is clear, to embrace a future 
that makes room for all human beings 
cooperation and adaptability must replace 
competition and immobility.

This story paints the picture of a scientist who 
ventured out of his lab to join hands – and 
hooves – with other community members 
in a collective attack against the diseases 

Dr. Brian Wadzinski & Jordan, who 
Jordan’s Syndrome was named after



plaguing our society. By allowing room 
for tactics and space for compassion, the 
perspective of the issue at hand is broadened 
into a realistic, all-encompassing picture. 
Joining different voices in the community 
on shared burdens opens the door to an 
inclusive, collective approach to problem-
solving.

Instead of trying to reinvent the wheel 
and compete to monopolize, the professor 
welcomed the collaboration. Rather than 
working against to get ahead, he worked 
with to impact more.

Adrienne Maree Brown, defines the title of 
her work, Emergent Strategies as a manner 
in which “we intentionally change in ways 
that grow our capacity to embody the just 
and liberated worlds we long for.” Not 
only can the Turkey Creek Biotechnology 
business model inspire, we can also reflect 
on its approach and impact when discussing 
how our societies will triumph in the face of 
adversity.

Imagination is the tool at the disposal of 
our creative selves, enabling us to dream of 
a better world. For the world to change for 
the better, we need dreamers to come up 
with ideas, solutions, and collectives that are 
novel and inspiring. And if we are lucky, those 
ideas will include more cuddly creatures like 
the alpacas at Litton Farms.

I will leave you with this question, from 
Brown’s Emergent Strategies, “How do we 
turn our collective full-bodied intelligence 
towards collaboration, if that is the way we 
will survive?”

What we can learn from a revolutionary herd of… Alpacas?

Pictured top right: Asa Wilson | Asa & mother, 
Kim Wilson, with Dr. Wadzinski

Expanding your Alpaca Farm

south queensland
northern nsw region
of the Australian Alpaca Association Ltd

A REGION OF MANY COLOURS

CHECK US OUT!
E: qldnsw@alpaca.asn.au

W: qldnsw.alpaca.asn.au

FB: qldnsw.alpaca

Members are often asked what do you do with Alpacas? 
Generally  one may say “The  love of  farming alpacas is a  life style” 

Involvement with your Region, means you meet a wonderful group of friendly people and learn the 
dynamics of  breeding Alpacas.  

Travelling across the country attending Alpaca shows and events is rewarding. Along the way you 
promote the Australian Alpaca Association which in turn promotes your farm.   

 � Regional Meetings
 � Australian Alpaca Week
 � Displays
 � Intro to Alpaca Workshops
 � Shows
 � Educational Courses
 � Up to date Communication 

( email, fbook, Webpage, 
Newsletter Adverts, Flyers

Involvement at 
Regional Level

On Farm Activities
Fleece  Sales 
Fibre - Yarn - Fabric

 � Mini Mill, Spinning, Dyeing Yarn
 � Construction garments using 

Knitting, weaving, felting and 
Crochet skills

 � Use your own Labels

Animal Sales Farm  
Visits Alpaca Bean Sales

 � Advertising notes in bags
 � Organic Gardening

Stud Professional 
Signage

 � Business Cards
 � Shed, Farm Gates
 � Road display,  Transport - Float

“Grow in the industry by Sharing your knowledge and learning from each other.”
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Barbara & Paul Hetherington of Beck Brow 

Alpacas have been breeding alpacas for 10 

years, and now own a well-regarded and 

highly successful herd based in Cumbria. 

Here Barbara shares their journey, and 

provides advice on achieving continuing herd 

improvement.

When we purchased our first alpacas, the 

idea of breeding goals had never entered our 

heads, nor had the idea of having even an 

outline of a business plan. Our main basis for 

selection was measured on a cute-o-meter. 

These were to be pets.

Of course that changed very quickly, as I 

soaked up as much information as I could 

absorb. I attended British Alpaca Society 

(BAS) courses, went to the halter shows, 

visited other farms, and researched genetic 

lines until my head had room for little else.

This meant that our next purchases were 

very well considered. We bought females of 

high quality, with a depth of proven genetics, 

sound conformation and advanced fleece 

qualities. Our goals at this stage were still 

limited by our knowledge, we knew about 

fineness and density, but fleece length and 

uniformity of micron were not yet to make 

our list of breeding goals.

Even given this amount of research, there is 

still an element of good fortune. For us that 

was buying a top level pregnant female, who 

produced for us our first stud male; Beck 

Brow Explorer. Explorer was our sixth cria to 

be born on farm, so very early days. Although 

at this point we knew we had a good alpaca, 

we did not recognise quite what potential he 

really had.

He of course went on 

to become a multi-

championship winning 

male, who has produced 

numerous supreme 

championship winning 

progeny. A male who 

is leaving his imprint 

consistently on his off-

spring. However, it took 

a few years before we 

knew this for certain.

What we did realise very early, was that when 

buying stock with very fine fleece statistics, 

they quickly jumped a few microns (became 

less fine) when they were introduced to our 

lush Cumbrian grass. This environment 

impact was very evident in our fleece graphs. 

Thus, at this stage ultrafine fleeces were not 

to be our goal. We were happy with fine cria 

fleeces (20 microns or under). Instead we 

concentrated on density and consistency of 

micron across the fleece.

“Our constant 
striving for continued 
improvement means 
we now look at five 
year plans.”

Sometimes breeding goals become based on 

what we have to work with. It was very early 

in our breeding that we realised that whilst 

the high nutritional value of our grass may 

add a micron or two, it was also likely that 

it would optimise the genetic potential for 

density.

Our other obvious asset was Explorer. Here 

we had a male with exception fleece length, 

good density and with great uniformity of 

micron even to the extremities of the fleece. 

He himself had, had a first fleece MFD of 18 

microns, so fine not superfine. 

What we did next was to look for females who 

would complement Explorer. We looked for 

low SD (uniformity within the fleece sample 

tested), density and fineness. Explorer always 

puts in good fleece length and brightness, so 

these proved not to be crucial. This approach 

of purchasing females for specific males has 

worked well for us, but it does take some 

progeny testing to be sure that the male is 

going to be pre-potent in delivering the traits 

that he himself has. 

Whilst new goals are continually made, our 

focus on density and uniformity has resulted 

in fleeces not only with those qualities, but 

with the vast majority of our light coloured 

cria fleeces measuring 15-17 microns when 

tested at a year old. The science tells us that 

when a fleece is very dense and uniform, that 

ultra-fineness is likely to follow (you can 

only pack so many fibre follicles into the skin 

before they have to get smaller in diameter). 

Of course we also have to thank the breeders 

of those top level females for helping us reach 

our first goals. We never underestimate the 

value of a high performing female in our herd.

Our constant striving for continued 

improvement means we now look at five year 

plans. We always looking to add that special 

An article written for the British Alpaca Society.

Breeding for 
Improvement
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t male or female to complement our herd, and 

hopefully, with the correct match making, 

produce our next level of progeny. It takes 

time and vision to keep your goals focused.

We have reinvested our income from stud 

services to bring in new genetics both from 

overseas and the UK. Our aim is to breed the 

best alpacas we possibly can, irrespective of 

colour. We mainly focus on the Huacaya breed 

but also have a small coloured Suri herd. 

For some new breeders, the goal is to first 

focus on a specific breed or colour, and this 

can certainly make setting and achieving 

goals more achievable. My advice when 

setting out is that less is more. We all have to 

stick to a budget, but aim to buy the best you 

can within that budget (that may not always 

mean the most expensive).

For many new breeders buying their own 

stud male becomes an early goal. However 

the purchase of a male too early in your 

breeding plans, can often prove to be a costly 

mistake. The male will soon become related 

to the majority of the females in a small 

herd, and one male rarely fits all. Investing 

in quality stud services is, I believe, the most 

cost effective way to make herd improvement 

initially (and might actually produce you a 

stud male over the right female).

One particularly useful, early, piece of advice 

given to us by an experienced was; just 

because it is a female and it is an alpaca, 

does that always make it a breeding female? 

Over the years we have removed a number 

of females from our herd. These females are 

now happily living as stock/poultry guards or 

as pets. Amongst these females; have been 

those who are poor milk producers, those 

who lack perfect conformation and those who 

have fleece qualities we no longer regard as 

desirable. We could have bred from these 

females, we could have received a better 

return than selling them as pets, but this 

would have done nothing to improve our 

herd, or indeed that of others.

In conclusion, continuous herd improvement 

is rarely down to random decisions. I would 

advise anyone to gain as much knowledge 

as you possible. This will help you make 

informed decisions about purchases and 

breeding plans. Set goals, both long and short 

term. A short term plan might be to breed 

appaloosa alpacas, a long term plan might 

be to breed appaloosa alpacas with specific 

fleece qualities and patterning. 

Goals and ambitions may be based around 

what we have at hand to work with, be that 

stock or environment. It is not necessarily 

about the biggest budget, but making the best 

investment with what you have.

The perfect alpaca, has not been born. But the 

challenge for many of us is to get as close to 

that ideal as possible, and to see improvement 

year on year. Reaching out towards whatever 

challenges we may have set for ourselves.
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Australian Alpaca 
Association invests in 
the future

The AAA has taken the opportunity to support 
Curtin University and researcher Dr Kylie 
Munyard with further genetic projects relating 
to alpaca. This allows the AAA to continue to 
deliver Research and Development projects 
considered a key component of the service 
proposition of the AAA.

Currently some base colours can be 
determined via gene testing. This research was 
previously undertaken by Dr Kylie Munyard at 
Curtin University, and recently commercialised 
via an agreement with Neogen. The AAA 
offers this base colour gene testing service 
as a bundle with sire certification and also 
continues to help promote the benefits to 
alpaca producers. 

Higher penetration of this technology in colour 
coat of alpaca can improve the outcome 
of breeding decisions. This can assist with 
increasing the generational improvement in 
fibre attributes. For those members that have 
colour specific programs, they can determine 
trait leading alpaca from other colour groups 
to assist with the improvement of their own 
program. This has historically only been 
able to be achieved with progeny testing. A 
less reliable, yet very common, means was 
analysing the colours of the recorded ancestry.

An example of this in practice is selecting a 
superior fleeced white alpaca that can produce 
fawn, brown or black.

The new project that has been undertaken with 
the support of the AAA will help identify the 
genetic cause of different fibre intensity colour 
in alpacas. There is a strong hypothesis that 
under pins colour intensity. Some research is 
already underway analysing melanin content, 
but there is the opportunity to determine the 
gene/s that control this intensity of colour.

From a producer perspective, this test could 
determine the gene that ensures black alpacas 
are really black (ie not bay black), brown is 
light brown or dark brown, or white alpacas are 
really white (ie not light fawn). These genes 
could be identified to determine improved 
breeding selections and have more consistent 
results. 

The longer term outcome of this project could 
assist with Australian members producing 
a more consistent line of alpaca fibre, more 
similar in colour, improving what is on offer to 
manufacturers. 

The project is underway and has a 24 month 
delivery timeframe, quick results from the AAA 
investment.

The AAA have capacity to undertake more 
projects in the future and continue to offer 
support to the growth of the alpaca industry in 
Australia. 

If you have suggestions on research projects 
that you as a member could see benefit to our 
industry in the future, please see the Project 
Proposal form in the About “What we do?” 
section on www.alpaca.asn.au.

The Australian Alpaca Association 
(AAA) and it’s members are part 
of a world leading Research and 
Development project.
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Riley’s Gap Alpacas was 

established just over 8 years ago. 

Situated at Farrell Flat, a small 

town located between the Clare 

Valley and Burra in the Mid North 

of South Australia, our 3,500 acre 

prime broad acre farming land is 

home to a variety of commercial 

grain crops, quality hay, 1200 

head of sheep and our alpacas. 

My first introduction to alpacas was on the TV 
show ‘McLeods Daughters’. Despite their scripted 
roles, I thought they were interesting and amazing 
animals. I purchased my first two alpacas, a wether 
and a female, as pets and instantly fell in love with 
their gentleness and distinct personalities.

Contact details
Amy Abbott
0409 032 138

90 Riley Road, Farrell Flat, South Australia 5416
Facebook (Riley’s Gap Alpacas)
amyj.abbott@bigpond.com

Once my younger child started kindy, I felt I was in a position to pursue another hobby/passion on farm, in addition to the normal 
demands of cropping and running of sheep. I was confident that alpacas would blend in well with our existing farm enterprise. I 
purchased two breeding females and had a stud male come for a visit. I was fortunate to have a couple of alpaca breeders guide and 
mentor me through these early days and I will always be grateful for their support, advice and friendship. Once the cria were born I 
knew that breeding alpacas was the direction I wanted to follow. 

With a few more purchases the herd steadily increased and soon included two certified stud males. The first to arrive was Yacka 
Ridge Lift Off, a solid white, multiple ribbon and broad ribbon winner in Junior, Intermediate and Adult classes at four different 

shows, including Reserve Champion Intermediate Male at the 2016 Royal Adelaide Show, as well as a winner in Fleece Classes. Then 

Then came Clarinda Otavi, appaloosa light fawn/dark fawn/light 

grey, multiple ribbon winner including Best Fancy Adult Male at 

2015 AlpacaFest, 1st Fancy Fleece at 2015 National Alpaca Fleece 

Show and 1st Fancy Fleece 48 months & over 2016 Victorian 

Colorbration. We are very proud of our ‘boys’ as the back bone 

of the stud and of the exceptional progeny both are throwing. 

Our commitment is to breed for excellence in temperament, 

fibre and conformation. Our management practices are based 

upon our wide knowledge and experience in animal husbandry 

and our alpacas thrive on our home-grown improved pastures 

with plentiful export quality hay always on hand. Apart from 

some modifications to safely accommodate the stud males, we 

have made minimal changes to our farm infrastructure in order 

to successfully run our alpaca herd. Alpacas have proven to be 

an ideal addition to our farming business and fit in perfectly in 

a broad acre environment. Although they are not run with our 

sheep, for most of the year they are run like our sheep – in large 

rolling paddocks on stubble with natural vegetation for shade 

and protection.  We hand mate for Autumn and Spring births, 

utilizing a series of smaller paddocks and a ‘nursery paddock’ 

adjacent to and visible from the house. We tag and vaccinate on 

shearing day making this a hectic, but rewarding time. 

Within our herd, our females range in colour with whites, fawns, 

browns, blacks, greys and more recently appaloosas. We are 

always excited each time a cria is born, wondering what colour 

it could be. Our alpacas are exposed to all aspects of farm life 

with the noise and commotion of machines coming and going, 

sheep being moved from paddock to paddock, motorbikes, 

trucks and the day-to-day interaction of the children, dogs, 

cats, chooks. I believe that living with this constant farm activity 

coupled with their natural curiosity, and consciously breeding 

for temperament are the main reasons why the alpacas we 

sell adapt so well to their new homes. We constantly receive 

comments from new owners about how quiet, settled, stress 

free and easy to handle the alpacas are. Whenever we sell an 

alpaca we offer ongoing help and support. To new and old 

owners, we are only a phone call away and no question is ever 

dumb or silly, as I have learnt over the past few years. 

There is always something different to learn and enjoy about 

alpacas. That’s one of the things which keeps it so interesting. 

Like any livestock industry, there are highs, like watching a 

group of crias playing and chasing each other at dusk, and there 

are lows, like the death of the matriarch of the herd or a still born. 

We are only a small stud at Riley’s Gap Alpacas and we love it 

that way. With between 30 and 40 alpacas we know every single 

animal, each with their unique personality and quirky nature. 

Alpacas are just a joy to work with and for us, there is much to 

learn and look forward to in the future. 

RILEY’S   GAP
ALPACAS
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Alpaca ‘mentor’ Sonata helps 
with monthly weigh-ins
By Mimi Foster

MelodyLane Farm Alpacas

As part of our routine husbandry (care) at Melody Lane Farm 
Alpacas, we weigh each animal quite often.  By doing this we can 
see immediately if the weight is normal, decreasing or increasing.  
With the fiber that the animal is producing it is hard to see the 
conformation of the body and weighing is important.  If you don’t 
have a scale body scoring with your hand can be the next best 
thing.

We use a large digital animal scale with panels around it.  This 
allows the animal to walk into the area, stand on the scale and 
walk off the scale when they are directed to do so by us. This 
routine is begun when the cria (baby alpaca) can walk and 
maneuver on its own with little difficulty. By the time they are 
adult, our alpacas are very used to this procedure.  This is not the 
case with every farm or animal.

Currently we have 13 animals of our own, and 6 alpacas belonging 
to agistors (boarding alpacas) on our farm.  It is necessary to have 
manageable alpacas when weighing as most of the time there is 

only 1 person performing this procedure.  An alpaca that is not 
comfortable and lose can hurt itself or the human.

This particular weighing day was sunny and peaceful, and grain 
bowls were almost empty. While everyone was in the center of 
the barn and quiet, it was time to weigh. The scale was turned on, 
panels were in place and the chalk board was cleaned off to fill in 
with the new weights.

Each animal was directed individually toward the scale and all 
was proceeding smoothly.  With no glitches or issues you can 
get them all weighed within 30 minutes and even reward with 
a cookie for being good. As we neared the end of the girls, we 
only had a handful left to do. These were agistors who were not 
comfortable with the routine yet. This could be my challenge for 
the day!

Standing in the center of the barn, I held my arms out to make 
myself appear bigger, and clucked for the female I wanted to 
move toward the panels and scale. I did manage to get 2 out of the 
4 females weighed. My challenge was just beginning, as the last 
2 were the most skittish and stressed -- a mother and daughter.   
Carmelita (mom) and Carmen (daughter) always hang together 
and watch what is being done to each other closely. 

I decided to start with the less skittish of the two (Carmen) and 
moved toward her with my arms outstretched. This resulted in 
making her nervous, and she ran around me and my outstretched 
arms. I kept repeating the routine with her, but she was not 
“getting” it. By my fourth try, the approach was becoming 
frustrating for both of us.

As I moved forward once again, unexpectedly our white female, 
Sonata, who is well accustomed to this weighing procedure, 
walked past me. She continued past the nervous Carmen, who 
then followed Sonata onto the scale. As Sonata stood on the scale 

I opened the gate to release her and she walked off, leaving Carmen 
on the scale to be weighed. I then opened the gate to release Carmen 
and she ran off.

My next challenge was to repeat the same routine with her mother 
(Carmelita). It began the same way with outstretched arms and 
clucking to direct her toward the scale area. Déjà vu! Around the 
fourth try, to my amazement, Sonata once again walked past me 
and onto the scale with Carmelita following her. Sonata repeated 
her stance on the scale, my opening the gate to release her, and then 
getting a weight on Carmelita.

My jaw dropped, I looked at Sonata and said, “Really?” I swear she 
looked at me with a smile.  Of course she got several cookies for her 
great work as an alpaca mentor.

Alpacas are very intelligent animals, but as manageable as our 
animals are, I have never witnessed such an experience. That day 
Sonata’s help with the weighing process renewed my respect and 
admiration, not only for her, but for the rest of the herd as they teach 
us and the others.

It is our goal to sell and release our animals to caring and good farms 
as they are purchased through the years. Part of that process is to 
make them as manageable as can be for the next owners.

From that day on we have never had a repeat of an alpaca not 
knowing how to enter the scale area and get weighed.  No halter or 
leads are necessary to assist and Sonata seems pleased.  We did add 
a new routine and that is each one of the animals now get a cookie 
before they are released off of the scale. 

Sonata, the alpaca mentor, waits for more cookie treats with her herd nearby.

Melody Lane Farm is located at 5546 Hartneck Road, 
Valley City, Ohio   44280.  We proudly own 13 Alpacas 
with 6 Agistors and work with each and everyone of 
them on a daily basis.  Since 2005 Melody Lane Farm 
has expanded on its business and improvement of 
Livestock.  We can be reached at 440-570-6292 cell, 
mfoster8945@msn.com and on facebook.
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Located in the north of the state in Tasmania, 
Australia. Alpacas are a lifestyle! A calm, 
peaceful, “kick your heals up and enjoy the 
day” kind of lifestyle, sitting on the hill on a 
warm summer’s day watching the alpacas. 

Windy Park Alpacas is eleven years old. When we left Adelaide 

to come to Tasmania it was Cheryl’s dream to have a couple of 

alpacas, this has grown into a herd of 35. They are addictive! 

Most of the herd is grey. Having all this lovely fleece we decided 

to make beanies and scarves to sell at the local markets. People 

started asking us do we do farm visits it was something that 

we hadn’t really thought about, but when Cheryl was made 

redundant from her job we decided it was a good opportunity to 

open the farm to visitors and include a farm shop where a range 

of products could be purchased. The range has expanded with 

locally made  and imported products from Peru. We still attend 

the markets where we sell our products and have now expanded 

to other outlets in Northern Tasmania, selected items are now 

available at the Tin Timbers Café & Art Gallery at Branxholm 
and at Made in Meander at Westbury. 

Welcome 
to Windy 

Park 
Alpacas

A visit to the farm is an interactive experience where guests get 

to meet the Alpacas and Pablo the Llama, they get to feed them 

and learn about them. As we are breeders there is always a good 

chance that they will get to meet a cria or two.  We have also 

had the opportunity to acquire Alpaca Guinea pigs (yes they 

do exist) guests are able to give them a cuddle and feed them. 

They also get to meet our family of goats, Summer and her baby 

Pippy, Willow the dad who are cashmere goats. The plan was to 

combine their fleece with alpaca fleece and have a luxury yarn 

to make into something special. There is Storm and Clover both 

miniature goats. There are rabbits British Giants that love to be 

cuddled and fed. There is Oliver our miniature pig, chickens, 

ducks, geese and peacocks that all sit at the gate waiting for the 

guests to come into the farm. 

They get the chance to card fleece which they get to take home. 

There is also an information pack for the children which includes 

an interactive colouring sheet and some alpaca fleece.

We have a  shearing day where visitors come to the farm and 

see the Alpacas being shorn. Some may wish to purchase fleece, 

they can choose the alpaca whose fleece they would like and 

meet them and have their photo taken with them. Part of the day 

usually includes meeting Tony and Archie and having morning 

tea with them where Tony usually regails the visitors with some 

very funny stories about his escapades as an Alpaca shearer. 

In the afternoon for those that have purchased fleece we show 

them how to process it, this includes an information pack to take 

home. 

We have both Huacaya and the Suri on the farm. Our breeding 

program is mainly trying to breed grey and black alpacas as there 

is a huge demand among spinners for this colour. We are often 

sort out for our coloured fleece for which we have a wide variety 

of different colours to cater to these demands. Our successful 

breeding program now has a waiting list for cira and adult 

Alpacas. 

We also assist in helping people to set up small herds of two or 

more alpacas. There are a lot of people who only have small 

properties and have found that alpacas would be perfect for 

them. We offer ongoing support for the alpacas and owners, 

and can be contacted 24 hours a day. We also have a rehoming 

program for alpacas where people have sometimes been put into 

a position that they are unable to keep their alpacas and we help 

them to find homes for their Alpacas.

VISITORS LEARN ABOUT HOW THE 
FLEECE IS PROCESSED ON THE 
FARM READY TO BE MADE INTO 

YARN

MOB:  0456 080 485  
EMAIL: windyparkalpacas@bigpond.com  
WEB: windyparkalpacas.com.au



MelodyLane Farm Alpacas

Mimi and Jim Foster started in the year 2005 learning about Alpacas 
along with purchasing their very first foundation female.

Entering into this world of alpacas, shows, breedings and finding 
just the right farm to raise our animals was a long process from then 
to now.

Newbies as we were known were folks who absolutely knew nothing 
about alpacas.  So we took it slow and decided to learn from other 
owners and farms.  Through the years it paid off and along with 
many obstacles that cross all of us in life, we would start and stop 
with our business.

Fast forward to the current year and we find ourselves still learning 
all the time.  Learning is something that we all need to keep doing 
so we don’t become stagnant.  It has always been our policy at the 
farm to pass along and educate the public about alpacas and talk 
about the fiber process.

“If You Can Think It – You Can Create It”

When you buy a natural fiber item most of us take it for granted and 
pay for a garment that is very complicated with many steps taken 
before you find it on the hanger.

In short here is the process of your natural fiber garment.  1. Breed 
good genetics to good genetics, 2. Wait for animal birth, wait for 
age to breed, 3. Breed for good quality fiber, 4. Animal gets shorn, 
5. Fiber separated into 3 bags for blanket, neck and bcl (belly, chest 
and legs), 6. Weigh each bag and record in log, 7. Ship to mill for 
processing into roving, yarn or other product, 8. Wait for product 
from mill (anywhere from 3 to 12 months), 9. Receive product and 
begin to market, 10. Market, 11. Keep marketing, 12. Product sold.

As more folks learn about your farm and products on hand there is 
another way to market the fiber.  Many schools have fashion design 
departments and creative people who look for new and exciting 
ways to create their ideas. Competitions are held and designers 
are born and WE must have their creation for our own.  The artist is 
born.

One such artist who has assisted Melody Lane Farm for the 
past several years on shearing day is Laura Gorman.

Laura’s enthusiasm and excitement for natural fiber is 
addicting.  Anyone who understands what natural fiber is 
and can do for us can create anything.  If you can think it, 
you can create it.

We are honored that Laura found her way to our farm and 
took away something that she can pass on and teach to 
others. We have come full circle from so long ago to now 
with fiber, teaching others and watching them moving on in 
ways we hope will benefit the alpaca industry.

This vase is on display for the annual scholarship 
competition.

Created with Striped Alpaca Roving (3 alpaca fibers merged 
together) from Melody Lane Farm

Laura is on her way to an exciting career with fiber along 
with other goals and dreams she is planning.

Laura Gorman:

Cuyahoga Community College:

 � Graduated 2019.

 � Associate of Arts Degree and Creative Art Therapy Specialist Certificate.

Attending the University of Akron:

 � Studio Art Major with a Minor in Addictions

 � Graduating December 2022.

Laura likes the integration of regionally sourced fiber into a variety of mixed media 
projects to leverage visual interest in her work.  Her future plans upon graduation 
will be to work with a local non-profit that helps with mental health and addiction 
issues.  The plan is to use the gained skills of art into ways to help others heal.  She 
will continue making art for display in galleries or public venues.

Mimi and Jim Foster
Melody Lane Farm Alpacas

Felted Copper Metal Vase



Fibre 
Naturally

We are passionate about alpacas 

and their fibre and with the flexibility 

of being able to do small batches 

we can help you achieve your own 

boutique and unique blends with the 

satisfaction and pride that comes 

from producing a product that is 

created from your own alpacas.

We had a dream.....
To take raw fleece and 
turn it into soft luxurious 
products and yarn for 
knitting or rovings for 
hand spinning or felting

We are a small family business with 3 generations  working side by side. 

With over 10 years Mill experience and over 25 years of Alpaca breeding, we are

passionate about alpacas and fibre.  With the flexibility of being able to do small batches 

we can help you achieve your own boutique and unique blends with the satisfaction and 

pride that comes from producing a product that is created from your own alpacas.

We can process as little as a single fleece or your entire clip.

Macclesfield Victoria   \   Phone:0407 729 227   \   E-mail:fibrenaturally@gmail.com
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FLETCHERS ARK 
FARMYARD & ALPACAS

An ultimate experience where you 
can get up close and personal 
with numerous farm animals 

including alpacas, llamas, goats, 
sheep, chickens and much more!

A wonderful venue for 
parties, disability groups, 
school groups and morning 
teas. Wander around the 
gardens or spend some time 
in the shop, which stocks 
stunning Australian made 
alpaca products.

Book Direct with the Owner of Fletchers Ark Farmyard and Fletchers Ark  
Alpacas via our Facebook page

facebook.com/fletchersarkfarmyard

702 Pomeroy Road, Pomeroy,
NSW, Asutralia 2580



Drought, Fire, Covid & 
Floods. Oh what more 
do you want?

The drought went on and off for 4 years with a couple of 
breaks of a little rain to make you feel that the drought 

was breaking. Animal feed was 3 times what we normally 
are paying. Firstly sourced from Victoria, then South Australia 
and finally Wetsern Australia. Not doing matings with cows, 
ewes or hembras as just trying to keep everything alive. 
Then the drought breaks and we are trying to get back to 
normality. I only then mated my top few girls as I was still 
concerned about the drought. They were due for birthing 
when the fires started. With all the National Parks locked up , 
of course the fires tool hold very quickly.

Our son Andrew spent 9 weeks fighting the fires, spending 
days out there and then checking through the night for spot 
fires. We had brought the 11 girls into our front paddock as 
I felt I wanted them close at hand. Unfortunately that proved 
fatal.  The fire was only inches from our back door and my 
girls with already five cria on the ground were burnt. All 

mums and two cria had to be put down.  Feeding those three 
was very difficult as of course I felt very guilty about their 
mums. I never want to live through that again and I am sure 
our son doesn’t want to either.

With approximately 6 kms of fencing lost, we only were able 
to finishing one and a half kms before the rains started, only 
too late to put out the fires.

Thousands of hectares of land now burnt – all of our National 
Parks burnt out – so many animals gone all because the 
National Parks aren’t cleared of surface debris. Clearing 
stopped over 40 years ago – so they are a “sitting time 
bomb” waiting to happen. The firies aren’t allowed to do any 
back burning – such a tragedy.

The year passes and we are all getting back to “normal”.

New Year and then Covid – well nothing much can be said 
about Covid, after over two years it is still with us. Hell for 
everyone especially  Doctors, Nurses etc.
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KEIANA LODGE ALPACAS  
Diana and Keith Rutter Berwick, 

335 Razorback Road,  
Running Stream, NSW 2850 

p: 02 6358 8275  m: 0428 663 161  
e: keianalodge@gmail.com 

www.keianalodge.com.au

Sydney Royal was cancelled for 2020 as well as all our 
shows. This made it very hard for all alpaca breeders as 
we not only enjoy our shows, it’s the camaraderie that 
comes with these shows. 

Sydney Royal was held in 2021, but unfortunately South 
Australia and Western Australia were unable to attend. 
The show had been very difficult for Keryn as she had 
to make sure all interstate exhibitors could leave if their 
states closed down.

2020 -2021 has just been so sad and frightening – people 
losing their lives, family not being able to spend time 
together.

Here we are in 2022 and this insidious disease I still with 
us. Many of our members have been “bending over 
backwards” to get shows up and running under very 
difficult circumstances with great success.  This is so 
important for all alpaca breeders, whether showing or just 
attending shows.

With Sydney Royal on the horizon there will be a lot more 
activity as our interstate members will be able to attend. 
We will be able to showcase the beautiful alpaca fibre 
and articles made from alpaca.

This is the side of alpacas that I really love. I can 
remember many years ago looking at a lovely brown 
alpaca and imagining a beautiful jumper made with the 
fleece.

Although I knit and crochet my beautiful alpacas, I also 
nuno felt onto silk chiffon and silk organza making tops, 
jackets, dresses, scarves and shawls. I love to felt and 
have been making felted hats. I am looking forward to 
making vests for the coming winter. I sell my goods at our 
local Rylstone Markets.

Recently we were contacted and asked if we would help 
do a mural for our local Running Stream area to put paint 
to paper as to how we felt. My granddaughter, Jaiden, 
who is very artistic with the help of an artist did a beautiful 
mural for our area. 

All in all keeping busy helps to cope with the heartache 
that has been our lives for too many years.

Jaiden, Diana’s Granddaughter
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Alpaca Halters & Giftware

Zephyr Alpaca & Llama Halters
Zephyr Leads
Training Aids

Giftware
Propharma Suppliments

www.maylandsalpaca.com.au

www.maylandsalpaca.com.au

info@maylandsalpaca.com.au

0408 533 705



www.maylandsalpaca.com.au

info@maylandsalpaca.com.au             0408 533 705

Alpaca Halters & Giftware


